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Let X be a Banach space, u an appropriate weak topology on X, G a locally 
compact Abelian group, and {UJeEc a bounded u-continuous group of (T- 
continuous linear operators on X. In [l] to any closed subset F of the dual 
group G of G a “spectral subspace” X”(F) of (U,> is associated (see also 
[3, 10, 15, 161). If x is a Hilbert space and (U,} is a weakly continuous group 
of unitaries, then XL’(F) is the range of the spectral projection corresponding 
to F following the Stone representation theorem. 
The main purpose of this paper is to analyze situations in which there exists 
a u-continuous linear projection onto X”(F) whose kernel is the u-closure of 
U KcOmpacLKnF-o XV(K). We analyze also a weaker property consisting essen- 
tially in the following statement: the u-closure of (Xv(F) + UKcompaCt,KnF=O 
XV(K)) is X. We give “negative” examples (Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.13) 
and we consider sufficiently general “positive” cases (Theorem 3.7, Corollary 
3.17, Theorem 3.18, and Theorem 3.24). As an application, we prove that 
any measure preserving and appropriately continuous action of G on a positive 
measure space induces a strongly continuous group of isometries on L”, 
1 < p < fti, which has the “projection property” on sufficiently many 
closed subsets of G (Theorem 3.26). We prove also a noncommutative extension 
of the above statement for the Lp spaces considered in [5] (Theorem 4.2), 
which can be used to prove a result of Macaev about compact operators on 
Hilbert spaces (Theorem 5.7). 
We remark that in the first two sections we prove some technical results 
(Th eorem 1.4, Theorem 1.6, Theorem 2.1, and their corollaries) which extend 
results proved in [3] and [16] for one-parameter groups and many from them 
are already known. 
* During the elaboration of this paper the author was at the University of Roma with a 
financial support of C.N.R. 
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1. SPECTRAL SUBSPACES AND THE SPECTRUM 
By a dual pair of Banach spaces we understand any pair (X, 9) of complex 
Banach spaces, together with a bilinear functional 
such that 
(9 II x II = suPd~,~bi~~~ I<x, v,>I for any x E X; 
(ii> II v II = sUP,,X,II~II~~ I<x, ?)I for any P E 9; 
(iii) the convex hull of every relatively g-compact subset of X is relatively 
F-compact; 
(iv) the convex hull of every relatively X-compact subset of S is relatively 
X-compact. 
We remark that if X is an arbitrary complex Banach space, then (X, X*) 
and (X*, X) are dual pairs of Banach spaces (see [l, 31). 
Let Q be a locally compact HausdorfI space, p a complex regular Bore1 
measure on J2, and 1 TV I its variation. IfF: Q + X is such that for each compact 
KC !J and E > 0, there exists a compact L C K, 1 TV j(K\L) Q E, such that 
F / L is F-continuous and 
has a 1 p I-integrable majorant, then for any p E 9 the function OL t+ (F(a), v) 
is 1 p l-integrable and there exists a unique xr E X such that 
(see [14, Chap. IV, Exercise 39(a); 1, Proposition 1.2; 15, Proposition 1.31). 
We denote 
xF = 3 - nF(a) d&x). 
s 
Let B9(X) be the Banach space of all F-continuous linear operators on X. 
For any locally compact Abelian group G, {U,},,, C BF(X) is called a S- 
continuous group if 
u, = I, 
u g1+g2 = ufa,ug, ) g, yg,cG, 
g H (U,x, v) is continuous, XEX, 9,E%T 
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We say that {VU},,, is bow&d if 
sup II u, II < +co. 
oeG 
If {ix&G is a bounded 9’-continuous group in BSIX), then the relations 
wgx, v> = <x, u,*cp>, gEG, XEX, cpizgt, 
define a bounded X-continuous group {U$}gEG in B*(9). 
Denote by M(G) the commutative Banach algebra of all complex regular 
Bore1 measures with finite total variation on G, the multiplication being defined 
by convolution. Identifying feL1(G) with the measure f(g) dg on G, U(G) 
is identified with the ideal of all measures from M(G) which are absolutely 
continuous relative to the Haar measure. Let G be the dual group of G and 
denote by (g, r) the value of the character y E G in g E G. For any p E M(G) 
define its inverse Fourier-Stieltjes transform /i by 
ii(r) = s, (g* Y) dPM* yd. 
Let l U,),,G be a bounded St-continuous group in Bs(X). Then for every 
p E M(G) and x E X the integral S - lo U,(x) dp(g) is defined and the linear 
operator 
up: xk+s- 
I u (4 44d G 
is S-continuous (see [l, Proposition 1.41). If pi , pz E M(G), then Uz = 
UP,UP, * 
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a locally compact Abel&n gnwp, N a compact neakh- 
borhood of 0 E G and c > 0. Then there exists fN,c ELI(G), supp( iN,F) compact, 
such that for any bounded Bore1 function f on G we have 
If (0) - /GfN,&)f (d 4 1 =G Ef: If@) -fk)l + E ‘w$ If(g 
Proof. Letf, ELI(G) be such thatf,., > 0, supp(f,) C NandJ,f,(g) dg = 1. 
By [13, Theorem 2.6.61 there exists fN,E ELI(G), supp(f,,,) compact, such that 
.I'G I fNk) - fN,,k)l 4 G 6. Then 
( f (0) - j-GfN*&lf (g> 4 1 
G 1 jGfNk)(f (0) - f(g)) dg 1 + 1 s, (fN(d - fN.r(d)f (g) dg 1 
G 2; If03 -f(g>l~+ E *;zg If(g Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group. Then there exists a net 
{fJLEI in WG), supp(fJ compact f or all L, such that for any dual pair (X, 9) 
of Banach spaces, any bounded s-continuous group (U,},,, in B&X) and any 
x E x tl?Jz net { qw E, converges to x in the 9-topology. 
Proof. Let V be the family of all compact neighborhoods of 0 E G. Consider 
I = V x (0, + oo), ordered by the relation (N1 , EJ 3 (N, , es) 9 Nr C N, 
and e1 < es . For any L = (N, c) E 1, let fL = fN,r be a function as in Lemma 1 .l . 
Using Lemma 1.1, it is easy to verify that the net {fL}LE, satisfies the statement 
of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Let F be a closed subset of G and let x E X be such that for every f e Ll(G), 
supp( 3) compact, F n supp( 3) = 0’ , we have U?(x) = 0. Consider an arbitrary 
p E M(G) with F n supp($) = ia. By Lemma 1.2 there exists a net {fJ C Ll(G), 
supp(f&) compact for all c, such that U/&(x) = U;,Ub(x) --f U,(x) in the 
s-topology. Since fL * p E Ll(G), supp(fTp) = supp( 3‘) n supp(@) ’ IS com- 
pact and it intersects not F, by our hypothesis U&@(x) = 0 for all L. It follows 
that U,(x) = 0. 
In conclusion, for any closed set F C G 
{x E X; if p E M(G), F n supp($) = %, then U,(x) = 0} 
= {z E X; i f f  E L1(G), supp(3) compact, F n supp(f’) = % , then Uf(x) = O}. 
The above set is called the spectral subspace of {U,} associated to F and it is 
denoted by XV(F) (see [l]). 
A closed F C G is called spectral synthesis set (briefly: S-set) if any f E L1(G) 
withf = 0 on F can be approximated in the norm ofLl(G) by functionsg E L1( G) 
with F n supp(i) = 0. Examples of S-sets: any closed subset of G whose 
boundary contains no perfect set (see [13, 7.2.5(b)]), any closed subgroup 
of G (see [13, Theorem 7.5.2(d)]). 
LEMMA 1.3. Let (X, %=‘) be a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally compact 
Abelian group, and {U,},,, a bounded 9-continuous group in BF(X). Then for 
any S-set F C G, any x E XV(F) and any TV E M(G) with & = 0 on F we have 
U,(x) = 0. 
Proof. Let {f‘} be a net in L1(G) as in Lemma 1.2. For any L we have fC * p E 
L1(G) and f?p = 34 = 0 on F, so fL * TV can be approximated in the norm 
of Ll(G) by functions g ELI(G) with F n supp(& = ia. It follows that 
Ui,Up(x) = U&(x) = 0 for all I. Since U~,Llp(x) --f U,(x) in the g-topology, 
we deduce that U,(x) = 0. Q.E.D. 
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By Lemma 1.3, if F C G is an S-set, then 
Xv(F) = {x E X, if p E M(G), $ = 0 on F, then U,(x) = O}. 
We remark that if G = R, then there exists a different treatment of spectral 
subspaces, based on the theory of analytic functions (see [3, 161). 
The following properties of spectral subspaces are easy to verify (see [l, 
Sect. 21): 
(i) XLI( O) = (01, XU(G) = X, 
(ii) all XV(F) are F-closed and (U,)-invariant; 
(iii) if FI CF, , then xU(F,) C X(I(F.J; 
(iv) for every family {FJLEI we have Xu(&,FJ = nLE, X”(F,). 
Using spectral subspaces, it can define a natural notion of spectrum for {V,} 
(see [l]): 
u(U) = I y&; for any closed neighborhood F of y we have XV) z v4 
Obviously, u(U) is a closed subset of G. It is easy to verify that Xu(u( U)) = X 
and that any closed F C G with XV(F) = X contains u(U). 
Now we characterize periodicity and continuity properties of U, in terms of 
spectral subspaces. 
If G is a locally compact Abelian group and H is a closed subgroup of G, 
then we denote H-L = {y E G; (h, y) = 1 for all h E H). Then H1 is a closed 
subgroup of G and (Hl)‘- C & = G coincides with H (see [13, Lemma 2.1.31). 
THEOREM 1.4. Let (X, 9) be a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally 
compact Abelian group, H a closed subgroup of G, and {U,},,, a bounded 4”- 
continuous group in B&X). Then for any x E X the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) U,(x) = x, h E H; 
(ii) x E Xu(H’-). 
Proof. Suppose that (i) is verified. Let f ELI(G), supp(f) compact, H-L n 
supp(f) = 0. D enote by S, the Dirac measure in g E G and consider K ELM 
such that ff = 1 on a neighborhood of supp(f) (see [13, Theorem 2.6.21). 
For any h E H the function a)(y) = &y)(l - (h, y)) vanishes not for 
y E supp( 4 ), so, following [6, Theorem X1.4.41, there exists 1 E Ll(G) such that 
f = I* (k * (6, - 6,)) = (If k) * (S, - 6,). 
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Then for any g E G 
f(g) = Cl* k)(g) - Cl* 4k - 4, 
SO 
Consequently, x E X”(W). 
Conversely, suppose that (ii) is verified. Let h E H and f ELl(G) be arbitrary. 
The inverse Fourier transform of f (.) - f  (* - h) is f(.)( 1 - (h, .)), which 
vanishes on H’-. Since HI is an S-set, by Lemma 1.3. 
9 - S,f M~c7(4 - u,+hw) 47 = 9 - s, (f (d - f  k - h)) us764 47 = 0. 
Using Lemma 1.2, it follows (i). 
In particular, taking H = G, 
Q.E.D. 
Xu({O}) = (x E X; U,(x) = x for all g E G} 
(see [l, Sect. 21). For any y E G, replacing {U,} by ((-g, r) U,}, we deduce 
XU((Y}) = {x E X; U,(x) = (g, y)x for all g E G}. 
The following statement appears for G = R in [16]: 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let (X,9) b e a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally 
compact Abelian group, H a closed subgroup of G, and {U,},,, a bounded F- 
continuous group in BA(X). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) U, = I, h E H; 
(ii) u(U) C HL. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let (X, 9) be a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally 
compact Abelian group, { Us}ssG a bounded F-continuous group in B&X), and 
Y a linear subspace of X, invariant under the action of (U,},,, . Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(4 w, I YLG is uniformly continuous; 
(ii) there exists KC G compact such that Y C F(K). 
Proof. Suppose that (i) is verified. Then, denoting by 2 the F-closure 
of Y, {U, 1 Z} is uniformly continuous. Let N be a compact neighborhood of 
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0 E G such that supcoN I/(1 - U,) 1 2 11 Q 4 and denote E = (4 supp& I/ U, II)“. 
Consider fN,r as in Lemma 1.1. For all z E Z we have 
Consequently, UG,, I Z: Z + Z is inversible. In particular, 
y c z = q.&,z c XYsuPP(.A.& 
where su~~(f~.J is compact. So (ii) is verified. 
To prove the implication (ii) * (i), it is enough to prove that for any compact 
KC G the group {U, I F(K)} is uniformly continuous. Indeed, if f ED(G) 
is such that { = 1 on a neighborhood of K (see [13, Theorem 2.6.2]), then 
for all XEXU(K) 
x=9-- 
s Gf k) u&4 43 
so for all h E G and x c JIu(K) we have 
IIX - ~A(4ll = jp - J-, (f(g) -fk - 4) u44T /( 
< I G If W - f (g - 414 z; II U, II II x II. 
By [13, Theorem 1.1.51 
pJ I, If k> - f (g - Nldg = 0, 
so 
& IIV - u?J I X”W)lI = 0. Q.E.D. 
The following statement was proved for G = R in [3], using diierent tools, 
and for general G it has been proved in [9] (see also [IO]), with essentially 
the same proof. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let (X,9) b e a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally 
compact Abelian group, and {U,),,, a bounded Sr-contiwous group in B,(X). 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
0) { UJgE~ is uniformly continuous; 
(ii) u(U) is compact. 
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We remark that by Lemma 1.2 for any closed F C G 
X”(F) = S-closure of gF XU(K), 
Kcompact 
so (U,> can be “approximated” with uniformly continuous groups. This 
“approximation” is essential in the next section. 
2. AN INVARIANCE THEOREM 
The main result of this section is the following extension of [16, Theorem 2.21. 
Its proof is essentially due in [I, Theorem 2.31. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (xl, P) ,..., (X”, 9”1”), (Yl, Sl) ,..., (Y”, Y”), (2, 3) be 
dual pairs of Banach spaces, G a locally compact Abelian group, { UBoBEC a bounded 
S+ontinuous group in BFr(Xi), 1 < i < n, (Vq~}ssc a bounded P-continuous 
group in B&Yj), 1 < j < m, and { Ws}sec a bounded x-continuous group in 
B&Z). Consider a mapping 
such that for each 1 < i < n and x1 ,..., xi-l, xi+l ,..., xn, y1 ,..., y” 
xi 3 xi F+ @(xl )..., xn, yl,..., y”) 
is linear and continuous with the 9i-topology on Xi and the &‘-topology on Z, 
for each 1 < j < m and x1 ,..., xn, y1 ,..., yj-l, yj+l,..., y” 
Yj 3yj k+ @(xl ,..., xn, y1 ,..., y”) 
is antilinear and continuous with the 9%topology on Yi and the S-topology on Z 
and the multiadditive mapping @ is bounded. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) for each x1 ,..., xn, y1 ,..., y” and g E G 
qu,lx’,..., ) ugnxn v l L [I y  ,..., V,“y”) = Wg@(xL )...) x=, yL )...) yy; 
(ii) for each closed subsets Fl,..., Fn, L1 ,..., L” of C? 
@((Xl)ol(F1),..., (X”)o”[F”), (Yl)“I[Ll),..., (Y”)““(P)) 
c ZW(F1 + . ..+p-Ll- . ..-q. 
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(iii) for each closed nezkhborhood N of 0 E & there exist closed neighborhoods 
Nl,..., N”, M,..., Mm of 0 E c such that for all yl,..., y”, al,..., 8” E c:, 
@((F)U’(y’ + Nl),..., (Xn)“n(yn + Nn), (Yl)“l(Sl + Ml),..., (Y”)‘“(Sm + Mm)) 
Proof. Suppose that (i) is verified. Let F1,..., F”, L1 ,..., L” C e be closed. 
By Lemma 1.2 for each i and j we have (Xq”‘(Fi) = 9i-closure of 
uK’CFQhllpact (Xi)u”(Ki) and (Yj)“(U) = USjCt,,SiCOmp8Ct (Y’)@(S), so to 
prove (ii) it is enough to show that for all compact sets Ki CF, Sj C U and 
arbitrary elements x* E (Xd)o’(Ki), yj E (Yj)r”(Si) the element @(xl,..., x”, 
Yl,..., y”) belongs to Zw(F1 + ... + F” - Ll - .a* - Lm). 
Let f.s L’(G), (P + .‘. - Lm) n supp(3) = o be arbitrary. Then there 
exists a compact neighborhood N of 0 E e such that ((F + ... -L”) + N) n 
supp(3) = la. c onsider compact neighborhoods N1 ,..., Nn, Ml ,..., Mm of 
OE~suchthatN1+...+Nn-Mr--..-MMmCN.Then 
((K1 + N) + . ..-(P+M~))nsupp(f) = ra. 
By [13, Theorem 2.6.21 there exist Ri ELI(G), I < i < n, and sj ELM, 
1 < j < m, such that L, = 1 on a neighborhood of Ki, supp(&) C Ki + Ni, 
and $ = 1 on a neighborhood of Sj, supp($) C Sj + Mj. Then xi = U&(xi) 
and yj = Ui,(yj). 
Consider an arbitrary compact subset K of e and an arbitrary 9) E sV“*(K). 
By Theorem 1.6 the mappings g tt UUi(xi), g H- V,j(yj), and g H e(p) 
are bounded and norm-continuous, so the function 
Gn+m+l 3 (g’,..., g”, h1 ,..., h”, g) e (W,@( U,I~xlv .., V,“,Y”>, ‘P> 
= (@(U,i,x’,..., v;yy, W,*cp) 
is bounded and continuous. 
We have 
( l sf - Gf (g) W,@(X’,...,Y~) & 9) 
= A@ - f(g) wp(u&x’,..., 
( s G VCY”) 4, TP) 
= (g) k(g’) ‘*. %n(bm)<W$j( u,:x’,..., v;ym), ‘p> dg dgl ... dhm 
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x (w,qug~,:xf . . . . V?‘gv;~“), v> &4? *** dh” 
-s is - G”+m Ffk) hdgl - g) -.a dh” - g) de) 
x (@(u;:xl ,..., V;ym), v> dgl *** dh”. 
For any g1 ,..., gn, h1 ,..., hmE G, using [13, Theorems 1.1.6 and 1.2.41, it is 
easy to see that the support of the inverse Fourier transform of the continuous 
function G 3 h FF fcf(g) k,(gl + h - g) ... s&h” + h - g) dg is included in 
(supp(4) + ... - suPP(c)) n supp(j) 
c w+ N1) + . ..-(P+Mm))nsupp(f) = 0, 
so this function vanishes identically. In particular, it vanishes in 0. It follows that 
( J X - J(g) Wg@(xl,...,ym) dg, v = 0. 
Since K and v  are arbitrary, using Lemma 1.2, we deduce 
S - SGf(g) W,@(xl,..., y”) dg = 0. 
Finally, since REP, (P + ... - Lm) n supp(3) = o is also arbitrary, 
we conclude 
@(xl,..., y”) E .v(Fl + **. - 45”). 
The implication (ii) 3 (iii) is trivial. 
Now we suppose that (iii) is verified. By Lemma 1.2, to prove (i) it is enough 
to show that for all compact subsets K1 ,..., Kn, P,..., S”, K of G and arbitrary 
xi E (Xi)v”(Ki), yi E (Yj)“‘(Sj), pl E &W*(K) we have 
(W-/q uglxl,..., VQrnYrn), p> = (@(X1,...,Yrn), v>. 
We remark that by Theorem 1.6 the mapping Gn+“’ 3 (gl,..., h*) +-+ 
@( lJ;lxl,..., Vky”) is bounded and norm-continuous and the function G”+“+l3 
(g’t..., hm, g) H ( W,@( U,$xl, . . . . VG ym), q~> is bounded and continuous. 
Let fELl(G) be arbitrary such that 0 q! supp(j). Then there exists a closed 
neighborhood N of 0 E G such that N n supp(j’) = U. Let Nl,..., Nn, 
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IkP ,..., Mm be compact neighborhoods of 0 E G such that for all 9 ,..., y”, 
Sl,..., tPEc.2 
@((-%?)“‘(yl + W),..., (Ym)“m(Sm + M’“)) C .ZW c y* - c 6’ + 
(i 
. 
i 
Let At ELI(G) and si EU(G) be arbitrary functions such that supp(&) C N” 
and supp($) C -M’. 
Let yl,...) y”, Sl)..., Sm E (? be arbitrary. Then 
pi - jG (g, Y’) hi(g) u,t(xi) dg E (xi)‘<(yi + Ni), 1 <i<?z, 
$9 - 
I 
c (-g, 6’) si(g) V,‘(y’) dg E (P)“‘(4 + Mf), 1 <.iGm, 
SO 
z = &@ - lo .,‘g’, yl) --- (h”, S*) h&l) -a- sm(h”‘) @(U;$,..., V$,,y*) dg’ **. dh”’ 
Since the support of the inverse Fourier transform of g H (g, 3 + *a. + P)f(g) 
does not intersect Cr yi + x3 6’ + N, it follows that 
SO 
2f - s, (& Y1 + --* + a’Yf(g) W,(s) dg=0, 
In other words, the inverse Fourier transform of the continuous function 
G”+” 3 (gl,..., h”) 
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vanishes identically. It follows that the above function itself vanishes identically. 
In particular, it vanishes in (O,..., 0) E Gn+? 
s /$,(-g) a.. S,(-g)f(g)(WBdi(U~,xl,..., v:Y”), 9) dg = 0. G 
Since K, can be replaced by any translate k,(gl + .), it follows that for all 
gle G 
I k,(gl - g) k,(-g) *.* s,(-g)f(g)(W8~(U~gX1,..., VYgY”), Y> 4 = 0. G 
Denoting 
we have K, * I1 7 0, that is, @, = 0. Since K, ELI(G), supp(gJ C N1 is arbitrary, 
it follows that I, vanishes on the interior of W. In particular, it vanishes in 
OEe: 
s 
A?,(-g) *-. s,(-g)f(g)(W,~(U~,x’,..., V_mgYrnh P> 4 = 0. 
G 
After an inductive reasoning we deduce that 
that is, 
s Gf(g)(w/q~~,&., PRY”), v> dg = 0, 
s 
Gf(-g)(~-,4P(r;,lX1,..., J’grn~‘9, v> dg = 0. 
Since f  can be replaced by any translate f(h + .), it follows that for al1 h E G 
i 
f(h - g)( W-,@( UB1xl,..., VQmym), y) dg = 0. 
G 
Denoting 
qg) = (KP(U,lxl,..., ~gnzyrn), P>, 
for any REP, 0 $ supp( p), we have f  * I = 0. Since (0) is an S-set, by 
[13, 7.2.5(i)] for any DELI, f(O) = 0, we have f* I = 0. So the kernel of 
the functional 
WG) 3f t-+ (f * 4(O) = j-Gf(-g) W dg 
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contains the kerneI of the functional 
It follows that the continuous function I is constant. Q.E.D. 
As a first consequence of Theorem 2.1 we give the following extension of 
[I, Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.31, due in [I& Corollary 6.121. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let (X, 9) be. a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally 
compact Abelian group, and {Ug}BEc , {V,},,, bounded S-continuous groups in 
BA(X). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) U, = T/,,gEG; 
(ii) for any closed neighborhood N of 0 E e there exists a closed neighborhood 
Mof OEesuch thatforallyE(S 
X”(Y + M) C Xy(y + N). 
We say that a complex Banach space 9 is in duality with a complex Banach 
algebra X if there exists a bilinear functional 
with which (X, St> becomes a dual pair of Banach spaces and such that for 
each x E X the mappings y t+ xy and y w yx are Y-continuous (see [16j). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let X be a complex Banach algebra, S a Banach space 
in duality with X, G a locally compact Abelian group, and {U&o a bounded 
S-continuous group in BA(X). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(4 U&Y) = (UP>(~,Y>, x, Y f X g E G; 
(ii) for any closed FI , F, C e we have 
-WG) =‘(F‘iJ C =‘(F, + F,); 
(iii) for any closed neighborhood N of 0 E e there exist closed neighborhoods 
N,,N,ofO~~suchthatforally~,y,~~ 
-WY, + NJ -WY, + NJ CX% + ~2 + W 
Proof. Define @: X x X + X by 0(x, y) = xy and apply Theorem 2.1. 
Q.E.D. 
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We say that a complex Banach space 9 is in duality with a complex Banach 
space with involution X if there exists a bilinear functional 
with which (X, 9) b ecomes a dual pair of Banach spaces and such that the 
mapping x * x* is F-continuous (see [16j). 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let X be a complex Banach space with involution, 9 a 
Banach space in duality with X, G a locally compact Abelian group, and {Ug}gEc 
a bounded g-continuous group in BSF(X). Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) U,(x*) = Us(x)*, x E X, g E G; 
(ii) for any closed F C G we have 
p(F)* = Xo(-F); 
(iii) for any closed neighborhood N of 0 E G there exists a closed neigh- 
borhood M of 0 E & such that for all y E G 
xyy + Aq* c xy--Y + NJ* 
Proof. Define ~3% X + X by Q(x) = x* and apply Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D. 
If (Y, 9) and (2, ~9’) are dual pairs of Banach spaces, then we denote by 
Bg,x(Y, 2) the normed space of all linear mappings Y + 2 which are con- 
tinuous with the 9-topology on Y and the %-topology on Z. It is easy to see 
that Bg,s(Y, Z) is a Banach space. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let (X, S), (Y, S), (Z, .%‘) be dual pairs of Banach spaces, 
G a locally compact Abelian group, (U,>,,o a bounded F-continuous group in 
B,(X), { Vg}gEc a bounded 9-continuous group in Bg(Y), and (W,},,, a bounded 
S-continuous group in B&(Z). Consider a bounded linear mapping 
Tr: x --f Bg*y(Y, Z) 
such that for each y E Y and q~ E x the linear functional x e (rr(x)y, q~) is 
F-continuous. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) m( U,x) = W’P(X) IL, , x f X, g E G; 
(ii) for any closed FI , F, C G we have 
4-W~J) YV,) C Zw(F, + FJ; 
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(iii) for any closed m~hborhood N of 0 E G there exist closed neighborhoods 
NI,NzofO~~suchthatforallyI,y2~~ 
Proof. Define @: X x Y --+ 2 by @ x, y) = 7r x) y and apply Theorem 2.1. 
Q.E.D. 
We note that the implications (i) + (ii) in Corollaries 2.3-2.5 have been 
proved in many works (see [I, 10, 181). 
3. SPECTRAL PROJECTIONS 
Let (X, 9) be a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally compact Abelian 
group, and W&i a bounded F-continuous group in B,(X). We say that 
{U,) has the weah projection property on S C G if for any closed F C e 
.F-closure of 
( 
W XV) + ,Eu,,nF XV) = XV? 
KCSnP 1 
KCOmp& Xcompact 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (X, 4F) be a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally compact 
Abdwt group, and W& a bounded ~-continuous group in B&Y). Then 
{S C e; (U,},,, has the weak projection property on S> 
is a ring of subsets of (2. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2 G belongs to the family from the statement and, 
obviously, this family is stable under the operation S F+ G\S. So it is enough 
to prove that if {U,} has the weak projection property on S, and S, , then it 
has the weak projection property on S, n S, . 
Let F C G be closed. Consider an arbitrary x E Xv(F) and an arbitrary 
neighborhood V of 0 E X in the *-topology. Then there exist compact sets 
K, C S, n F, K, C (G\S,) n F, and x1 e XV(&), x2 E xU(K,) such that 
x - Xl - xg E v. 
Now there exist compact sets L, C S, n Kr , L, C (G\S,) n Kr and yr E Xc(&), 
ya E XLI(L2) such that 
3 - Yl - Y2 E v* 
Then 
L,C(S,nS,)nF, Yl E x”(Ll)~ 
K2 u L, C (c\(s, n S,)) n F, x2 + Y8 E XyG u 4, 
60713613-2 
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and 
A- - Yl - (3 + YJ = (2 - Xl - x2) + (Xl - Yl - Y2) E v  + r 
We deduce that 
XU(F) C 9-closure of 
( 
u XYK) + u XU(K) . 
Kc(s,ns,,nF KccC\(s,ns,),nP 1 
Kcompsct Kcompact 
The converse inclusion is trivial, so {U,} has the weak projection property 
on S, r7 S, . Q.E.D. 
If  S C e is closed and open, then any {U,} has the weak projection property 
on S. Now we examine an example in order to show that the open and closed 
subsets are the single on which any {U,} has the weak projection property. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group, X = Ll(G), 9 = 
X* = Lm(G), and {U,},,, the bounded 9-continuous group in BSF(X) dejked 
by U,(f) = f(. - g). Then for any closed F C e 
F(F) = {f ~Ll(G);f(y) = 0 for any y  $F}. 
Proof. Let K E L1( G) be arbitrary. For any v  EL”(G) 
(g - jG W u,(f) dg, v) = I, h(g) (jof(h - g) v(h) dh) dg 
= jG (S, f (h - g) h(g) dg) v(h) dh = <f * k VA 
so 
*-- s Gkk) u,(f)dg =f *k. 
Consequently, for any f ELM we have the following equivalences: 
for any R E Ll(G), F n supp(A) = ,B, we have fL = 0 9 
f’(r) = 0 for any y  $F. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group, X = Ll(G), 9 = 
X* = La(G), and {U,},,, the bounded 9-continuous group in B,(X) de$ned by 
U,(f) = f(. -g). If SC e and 
F-closure of U 
KCS 
XUW) + KctJs XV)) = X, 
K commzct Kcommact 
then S is closed and open. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.2 for any compact K C e and any f E X”(K) we have 
f(y) = 0 for y  6 K, so f(y) = 0 f  or y  $ interior of K. It follows that for any 
f E p-closure of 
( 
0 X”(K) + u Xo(K) =Ll(G) 
KCS KCG\S 1 
Kcompact K compact 
we have i(r) = 0 for y  # (interior of S) v  (interior of (e\S)), that is, for 
y  E boundary of S. Consequently the boundary of S is empty, that is, S is 
closed and open. Q.E.D. 
After this “negative” example we give “positive” examples. 
We begin with a general result which calls to mind [13, Theorem 752(e)]: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (X, 9’) be a dual pair of Eunuch spaces, G a locally compact 
Abelian group, and { UglgpG a bounded 9-continuous group in B,(X). I f  SC e 
is a closed set such that there exist closed sets S, , S, C e on which {U&o has 
the weak projection property and for which 
s, c s c s, , 
boundary of S in S, C S, , 
then 1 U&G has the weak projection property on 5’. 
Proof. Let F C e b e an arbitrary closed set. Consider x E XU(F) and a 
neighborhood V of 0 E X in the .9-topology. Then there exist compact sets 
Kl C S, n F, K, C (e\Sa) n F, and x1 E Xo(K,), x2 E XLI(K2) such that 
x - x1 - x2 E v. 
Now there exist compact sets L, C S, n KI , L, C (G\S,) n KI and yr e Xu(L& 
ya E XU(L,) such that 
Xl - Yl - Yz E r 
The set L, intersects not the boundary of S in S, , so it4, = L, n (interior 
of S in S,) = L, n S is compact. Following [13, Theorem 2.6.21, there exists 
fi E L1(G) such that 
f;  = 1 on a neighborhood of iklr , 
supp(3r) C G\(Sa\(interior of S in Ss)). 
Analogously, Ma = L, n (Ss\S) = L, n (S,\(interior of S in S,)) is compact 
and there exists fi ELI(G) such that 
3s = 1 on a neighborhood of Ma , 
suPP(& C (9s. 
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Denote 
Then 
Zl = U&a), z2 = U&2). 
where 
zl E Wsupp(L)) n XV,) = xYsu~~(.i$ n L2), 
and 
supp(fl,) n ~5, C S n F 
where 
z2 f x”(supp(.&) n x"(L2) = ~(supp(f2) nL,), 
su~~(fl,) n -5 C (e\S) n F. 
Sincey, E XY,L,) andj$f2 = 1 on a neighborhood of Ml u M, = (L, n S) u 
(L2 n (S,\S)) = L, n S, = L, , we have 
z1+ z-2 = 33Y2) =y2. 
I 
Consequently, 
Ll ” (supp(.& n L,) C S n 8 yl + xl E XV1 u (supp(fl) n L,)), 
K2 ” (supp(.& n L2) C @\S, n F, X2 + ~2~~(K2" (suPp(& nL,)h 
and 
x - (Yl + 4 - (x2+x2) = (x - x1- x2) + (Xl -yy1 -Y,)E v+ v. 
We deduce that 
X”(F) C 9-closure of u XYW + u 
KCSnF 
K compact KC@\.T,nF K compact 
The converse inclusion is trivial, so we conclude that { U,} has the weak projection 
property on S. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma is a variant of [13, Theorem 2.6.11: 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and A a closed subgroup 
of G. Then for any neighborhood N of 0 E e and any E > 0 there exist TV E M(G) 
and a neighborhood M of 0 E & such that 
II CL II < 1 + E, 
p=lonA+M, 
SUPP($) C .d + N. 
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Proof. Define H = A I. Then A + y H (*, r) 1 H identifies G/A with ff 
(see [13, Theorem 2.1.21). Denote by m and r& the Haar~measures on H respec- 
tively on l?, normalized such that the inversion theorem holds. The canonical 
image of N in G/A is identified with a neighborhood D of 0 E l?. 
Let U be an open neighborhood of 0 E fi with compact closure such that 
U - UC D, V C U a compact neighborhood of 0 E fi such that m(U) < 
(1 + c)s m(V), and C a compact neighborhood of 0 E fi such that C + V C U. 
By [13, Theorem 2.6.11, there exists K ELM such that 6 = 1 on C, supp(&) C 
C - V + VC D ad II k IIS Q (m(C + V)/m( V)Y2 < (m(u)/m(V))1/2 < 
1 + E. 
Define for any Bore1 set B C G 
and denote by M the inverse image in G of the subset of G/A corresponding 
to C. Then TV E M(G), M is ,a neighborhood of 0 E G, and it is easy to verify 
that TV and M satisfy the statement of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Now we prove a result which calls to mind [13, Theorem 7.5.2(d)]: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let (X, 9) be a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally compact 
Abelian group, and {U,},,, a bounded $-continuous group in B,(X) such that 
for any x E X the set {U,(x); g E G} is relatively 9’-compact. Then {U,},,, has 
the weak projection property on any closed subgroup of e. 
Proof. Let A be a closed subgroup of G and F C G an arbitrary closed set. 
Consider an arbitrary x E Xv(F) and an arbitrary f ELI(G) such that supp(f) 
is compact. Following Lemma 3.5, for any neighborhood N of 0 E G there 
exist t+ E M(G) and an open neighborhood MN of 0 E G such that 
tI PN 11 < 2, 
&N=lOnd+-MN, 
s”pp($N) c A + N. 
Denote 
XNf = u+&(x’v yNf = u](x) - xNf. 
Denoting by kf, k-, 1+, I- the positive and the negative parts of Re(pN c f) 
respectively of Im(tL, *f), we have pN *f = k+ - k- + i(Z+ - I-) and 11 k+ 11, 
11 k-l), 11 I+ 11, 11 I- II < II ,$, *f/I < 2 ljf 11. The S-closed convex hull C of 
{UJx); g E G} u {0} is S-compact and, using the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
it is easy to see that Ut+(x), UE-(x), U!+(x), U&) E 2C. So, for any N, x,f = 
U,+(x) - U&-(x) + iUf+(x) - iUt-(x) belongs to the F-compact set 2C - 
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2C + 2%’ - 2iC. It follows that the net (x,&,, , where NI 2 IV, means iVI C AJ, , 
contains a subnet {x$~} which converges to an xOf E X in the F-topology. 
We have 
= X” (j su~~(@iv) n supp(f) nF 
( 1 
= Xu(A n F n supp(f^)), 
where A n F n supp( f”) is a compact subset of A n F, and 
Xof + Y& - Uf(X) 
in the %-topology. For any c 
and 
supp(sGZ$? = supp(GGJ n sup~(A C @\(A + MN‘)) n supp(f^), 
so 
YL, E XWW + MN,)) n supp(f^)) n XV) 
= xY@\V + MN,)) n F n supp(fc)), 
where (&\(A + MN,)) n F n supp( f”) is a compact subset of (&\A) n F. 
Consequently, Up(x) belongs to 
.9=-closure of 
( 
u -we) + 
KCAnF 
u xw). 
KCOmpaCt 
KCtG\AhF 
K compact 
Using Lemma 1.2, we deduce that x also belongs to the above set. 
Thus we have 
X”(F) C F-closure of ( u xw + u 
KCIWF KCtG\A)nF 
XYK)). 
KCOmpltCt K compact 
Since the converse inclusion is trivial, we conclude that {U,> has the weak 
projection property on A. Q.E.D. 
We say that a set E C G is polyhedral if there exist closed subsets E, ,..., E, 
of e such that Et n (-E,), Ei u (--EJ, 1 < i < n, are subgroups of e and 
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E belongs to the translation-invariant ring of subsets of G generated by 
WI ,***, &). 
The following theorem shows that if X = 4r* and G is “reasonable,” then 
any (U,} has the weak projection property on sufficiently many subsets of G. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let (X, 9) be a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally 
compact Abel& group, and {Ug}OEG a bounded .F-continuuus group in BP(X) 
such that for any x E X the set {U,(x); g E G} is relatively %-compact. Then 
(U,},,, has the weak projection property on any polyhedral subset of e. 
Proof. Let EC G be a closed set such that E n (-E) and E u (-E) are 
subgroups of G and let y E G. Define the bounded F-continuous group 
1 v,>,EG in B&X) by 
VAX> = (6 -Y) U,(x>. 
Then for any closed L C e we have X”(L + y) = X”(L); hence to prove 
that {U,} has the weak projection property on E + y is the same as proving 
that (V,} has the weak projection property on E. 
Denote 
A, = En (-E), A, = E u (-E). 
By Lemma 3.6, {V,} has the weak projection property on A, and on A,. Since 
A,CECAa, 
boundary of E in A, CA,, 
using Lemma 3.4 we deduce that (V,} has the weak projection property on E. 
Now the theorem follows from Lemma 3.1. Q.E.D. 
Define for any S C G 
X”(S) = .F-closure of ( u xw). 
KS 
K compact 
If S is closed then by Lemma 1.2 the above-defined subspace coincides with 
the subspace defined initially in Section 1. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let (X, $) be a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally compact 
Abelian group, and {U&o a bounded ~-continuous group in B,(X). I f  S, , 
S, C e and {U,},,, has the weak projection property on cme from them, then 
XU(S, u S,) = fl-closure of (X”(Sl) + X”(&)). 
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Proof. Suppose that (U,} has the weak projection property on S, and let 
x E XU(S, u 5,). Consider an arbitrary neighborhood V of 0 E X in the 
4t-topology. Then there exist KC S, u S, compact and y  E Xv(K) such that 
x--yEV. 
Now there exist compact sets L, C S, n K, L, C (e\S,) n K, and yI E X”(L,), 
ye E X”(L,) such that 
Y -Y1-Y2E v. 
Since L, C S, , we have y1 E XV(&); since L, C (e\S,) n KC (&\S,) TS 
(S, u S,) C S, , we have y2 E X”(S2) and 
x--Y1-Y2 =(X-Y)+(Y-YYI-YYz)EV+ I? 
Thus 
Xc(S, U S,) C %-closure of (XV(&) + XU(S2)). 
The converse inclusion is trivial. 
By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.8 the mapping 
Q.E.D. 
{S C e; { U,J has the weak projection property on S} 3 S H Xr’(S) 
is something similar to a “spectral measure,” but with an important aspect 
lacking: in general we do not have XrJ(S, n S,) = X”(S,) n X”(S2). We 
remark, however, that for closed S, , S, the above equality holds. 
We say that {U,} has the projection property on S C e if {U,} has the weak 
projection property on S and there exists an 9-continuous linear projection 
Psu with 
image of Pxu = X”(S), 
kernel of Psu = Xu(e\S). 
LEMMA 3.9. Let (X, F) be a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally compact 
Abelian group, and (U,},,, a bounded F-continuous group in B,(X). For any 
S C e and for any F-continuous linear projection P: X -+ X the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) (U,},,, has the projection property on S and PsU = P; 
(ii) for any R C e we have 
PXU(R) = XU(S n R), (I - P) XU(R) = XU((e\S) n R). 
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Proof. Suppose that (i) is verified. Let R C & be arbitrary, KC R compact, 
and x E X”(K). Then there exist nets (K,}, {L,} of compact subsets of S n K 
respectively of (e\S) n K and x E XU(K,), y E XrJ’(L,) such that x, + y‘ + x 
in the .F-topology. Then x, = P(x‘ + y,) + P(x) in the .F-topology. Since 
any x, belongs to X”(S n K) C XV(S n R), we deduce that P(x) E Xu(S n R). 
We conclude that PXU(R) C Xv( S n R). Since X”(S n R) C X”(S) we have 
also the converse inclusion. 
Obviously, {U,} has the projection property on e\S and P& = I - P, 
so applying the first part of the proof to &S and to I - P, we also deduce 
the equality (I - P) XU(R) = xV((c\S) n R). 
The implication (ii) * (i) is immediate. Q.E.D. 
We remark that, following Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 2.1, if {U,} has the 
projection property on S, then 
LEMMA 3.10. Let (X, .F) be a dualpair of Banach spaces, G a locally compact 
Abelian group, and {U,},,, a bounded %--continuous group in BJX). If {Ug}gEo 
has the projection property on S, , S, C e, then it has the projection property 
aZs0 on S, n S, and 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, {U,> has the weak projection property on S, n S, . 
If x E X”(S, n Sa), then obviously P,u1p,uB(x) = x. On the other hand, following 
Lemma 3.9, Ps”,p,“,X = P&Xv(&) = XrJ(S, n S’s). Thus P,“,p,“, is an %- 
continuous linear projection whose image is X0(& n Sa). 
Using again Lemma 3.9, P,“,p,“,X”(~\(S, n S,)) = P,ulX”(S, n (e\ 
(S, n S,))) = XU(S, n S, n (G\(S, n S,))) = {0}, hence xV(&\(S, n S,)) is 
contained in the kernel of PrlPy . Conversely, let y be in the kernel of Py Ps”, . 
By Lemma 3.8 there exist n;s {y‘}, {z,} in X”(S1 n Sa) respectively in 
xYW% n W such that yL + x, -+ x in the .F-topology. Then x, = 
(I - Psu,Ps”yl + z,) + (I- P,“,Ps”,)(x) = x in the s-topology and we 
deduce that x E X”(e\(S, n 25,)). So the kernel of Ps”,ps”, is P(&‘\(S, n SJ). 
We conclude that {U,} has the projection property on S, n S, and PIIns, = 
PUPU 
. 
Sl ss * 
Substituting in the first part of the proof S, for S, we also deduce the equality 
p&u, = p:lJY, - Q.E.D. 
We emphasize that by Lemma 3..10 if (U,) has the projection property on 
S, and Sa , then Pyl commutes with P& . 
LEMMA 3.11. Let (X, .F) be a dualpair of Banach spaces, G a locally compact 
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Abelian group, and {U,},,, a bounded 9-continuous group in B9(X). Then 
{S C e; {U,},,, has the projection property on S} 
is a ring of subsets of e and the mapping S t-+ Psu, defined on the above ring, 
is finitely additive. 
Proof. If {U,} has the projection property on S, , S, C G, then by Lemma 
3.10 it has the projection property also on S, n S, and Ptlns, = P,“,P,“, = 
PU PU Sl s, * 
On the other hand, if {U,} has the projection property on SC G, then, 
obviously, it has the projection property on G\S and P,& = I - Psu. 
The above two statements imply the statement of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
By Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 the mapping 
{S C G; {U,} has the projection property on S} 3 S t+ Psu 
is a finitely additive “spectral measure.” It can have some importance only if 
{S C G; {U,} has the projection property on S} is “riche.” 
The coset-ring of G is the translation-invariant ring of subsets of G generated 
by all open subgroups of G. If S belongs to the coset-ring of c;‘ then by [13, 
Theorem 3.1.31, there exists p E M(G) such that p is the characteristic function 
of S, so any (U,} has the projection property on S with P,u = U, . The 
following theorem shows that the elements of the coset-ring are the single 
sets on which any {U,> has the projection property. 
THEOREM 3.12. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group, X = Ll(G), 
9 = X* = Lm(G), and {U,},,, the bounded 9-continuous group in BSF(X) 
defined by U,( f  ) = f (. - g). I f  S C e and there exists a bounded linear projection 
P such that 
image of P = X”(S), 
heY?wl of P = XU(G\S), 
then S belongs to the coset-ring of z;‘. 
Proof. -By Theorem 3.3, S is closed and open. Let f ELI(G) be such that 
supp(f’) is compact. By [13, Theorem 2.6.21, there exist k, IELI such that 
i = 1 and l = 0 on S n supp(f^) and & = 0 and i = 1 on (G\S) n supp( f ). 
Thenf =K*f+Z+fand,followingLemma3.2,k*f~X”(S),Z+f~X”(e\S). 
Hence P(f) = k *f. Denoting by xs the characteristic function of S, we have 
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Since {f EL’(G); supp( j) is compact} is dense in U(G) and P is bounded, 
for anyfELl 
Following [13, Theorem 3.8.11, there exists pi M(G) such that fi = xs. 
Applying [13, Theorem 3.1.31, it follows that S belongs to the coset-ring of G. 
Q.E.D. 
In the proof of Theorem 3.12 we used an idea from [13, 8.7.51. A second 
idea from [13, 8.7.51 is used in the proof of the following statement: 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group, X = Ll(G), 
S = X* = L”(G), and {U,},,, the bounded ~-continuous group in B,(X) 
dejned by U,( f ) = f (* - g). If SC e is a semi&up which is not a group, 
then there exists not bounded linear projection P with 
image of P = Xv(S), 
bend of P = XU(G\S). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.12 we must show that S belongs not to the coset- 
ring of G. Suppose that S belongs to the coset-ring of G. Since S is not a group, 
S # S n (-S), so there exists y E S such that y 6 S n (-S). Then y # 0. 
Also for the integers n 3 2 we have 
ny = _r# C---s) u m 
fl 
Indeed, supposing the contrary, we would have y = ny - (n - 1)~ E -S. 
It follows that for any two integers n # m we have ny # my. Since 
(ny;n>l}CSn(Zy)C{ny;n>O) 
and S n (Zy) belongs to the translation-invariant ring of subsets of Zy generated 
by all subgroups of Zy, it follows that {n E Z; n > 0} belongs to the coset-ring 
of 72. But it can easily see that this statement is not true (see [13,3.1X$). Q.E.D. 
After these “negative” examples we look for “positive” examples. 
The following statement is an immediate extension of [16, Corollary 1.51. 
It was first shown in [lo, Proposition 2.3.4(iii)]. 
LEMMA 3.14. Let (X, 9) be a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally compact 
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Abelian group, and {U,},,, a bounded F-continuous group in B9(X). I f  S C e 
is closed then 
Xv(S) = (x E X; (x, v) = 0 for all p E S”*(G\S)}, 
X”(G\S) = {x E X; (x, v) = 0 for all cp E g”*(S)}. 
Proof. Since G\S is open, Fu’(G\S) is the X-closed linear hull of {UT(p); 
f  ELYG), supp(f) compact, supp(f^) C &\S, v ES}. Hence 
{x E X; (x, 9) = 0 for all q E 9V*(G\S)} 
= {X E X; (Ui(x), q) = 0 for all f  ELI(G), supp(f^) compact, 
SUPP(3) c Q\s, v E 91 
= {x E X, Vf(x) = 0 for all f  ELI(G), supp(f^) compact, S n supp(f’) = a} 
= XV(S). 
The second statement follows from the first one, changing (U,} with {U,*> 
and using a bipolarity argument. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.15. Let (X, 9) be a dual pair of Banach spaces, G a locally compact 
Abelian group, and {U,},,, a bounded F-continuous group in B,(X). If S C G 
is closed and P is an F-continuous linear projection such that 
image of P = X”(S), 
kernel of P = X”(G\S), 
then P* is an X-continuous linear projection such that 
image of P* = s”*(S), 
kernel of P* = YJ*(G\s). 
Proof. Obviously, P* is an X-continuous linear projection. Using Lemma 
3.14, we have 
image of P* = {v E 9; (I - P)*9, = 0} 
={P,EF;(x,(I-P)*v) =OforallxEX} 
= (9’ E 9; ((I - P)x, v> = 0 for all x E * 
= (p’ E P; (x, v) = 0 for all x E X”(G\S)} 
= s=J*(s) 
and, analogously, 
kernel of P* = F’*(G\S). Q.E.D.. 
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The following theorem extends some results from [16, Sect. 31: 
THEOREM 3.16. Let X be a complex Banach space, .F = X*, G a locally 
compact Abelian group, and {Uo}oeG a bounded .F-continuous group in Bs(X). 
Then for any closed subgroup A of G the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) ZF-closure of (X”(A) + X”(C\A)) = X, 
(ii) there exists an X-continuous linear projectk Q of 9t onto .V*(A) 
such that QU,* = U,*Q for all g E G; 
(iii) { G>,,G has the projectim property m A, 11 Pi- 11 < w&G 11 u, 11, 
{U,*},eG has the projection property on A, Py = (PAu)*, and for any net {/L,},~~ 
in M(G) such that 
“‘up II P‘II < -t% 
& = 1 onAforall~EI, 
p1 f f --t 0 in U(G) for all f EL’(G), supp(f) compact, A n supp(j) = er 
andforanyxEXandcpE.F 
Up,(x) + PAu(x) in the norm-topology, 
U4‘(v) + Pfiu’(q~) in the X-topoZogy. 
Proof. Suppose that (i) is satisfied. Let E > 0. 
By Lemma 3.5 for any neighborhood N of 0 E G there exists v, E M(G) 
and an open neighborhood ikIN of 0 E G such that 
II VNII < 1 + El 
&= lonA+MN, 
supp(v^,) C A + N. 
Then 
U;,$x) = x for all x E F(A), 
UcN(x) = 0 for all x E X”(K), K compact, K n (A + N) = IZ(. 
It follows that for any x E xU(A) + &Cqn,KCOmpaCt Xv(K) the net {U,$x)} 
converges in the norm-topology. Since sup, II U;N 11 < 1 + C, the set of all 
x E X for which {U$x)} converges in the norm-topology is norm-closed, 
that is, s-closed, and we deduce that for any x E X the net {U,-,(x)} converges 
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in the norm-topology to some P(x) E X. Obviously, P: x H P(x) is a linear 
operator on X and 11 P j/ < (1 + E) sup,,c Ij U, 11. For any x E Xu(A) we have 
P(x) - P”(x) = x - x = 0 
and for any x E X”(e\A) we have 
P(x) - P”(x) = 0 - 0 = 0. 
It follows that P is a projection. 
Let x E X be arbitrary. Then there exist sequences (x~} C Xc(A) and 
h> c xw\4 such that x, + yn -+ x in the norm-topology. Then x, = 
P(x, + yn) + P(x) in the norm-topology, so P(x) E X”(A). On the other hand, 
yn = (I - P)(x, + yJ --f (I - P)(x) in the norm-topology, so (I - P)(x) E 
Xu(e\A). Since P(x) = x for all x E Xv(A) and (I - P)(x) = x for all 
x E Xv(c\A), we deduce that 
image of P = Xv(A), 
kernel of P = Xu(e\A). 
Since for any N 
we have 
PU, = li,P, g E G. 
Let F C e be an arbitrary closed set and x E XV(F). By Theorem 2.1 
P(x) E Xyl) n xyq = xyn nF). 
On the other hand, applying again Theorem 2.1, for any N 
so 
E XU(supp(S, - UN)) n XU(F) 
= xc(supp(s, - VN) n F) 
c XW\(A + MN)) n q 
C XY(c\4 n F), 
x - P(X) E Xu((G\A) nF). 
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It follows that 
XV(F) c xyl n F) + P((e\n) n F). 
Since the converse inclusion is trivial, we deduce that {U,} has the weak projec- 
tion property on A. 
We conclude that {U,} has the projection property on A and PAu = P. 
Since 11 P,,” 11 = /I P Ij < (1 + c) supBEG II U, 11, where E > 0 is arbitrary, we 
have II PJ II G SUP,,G II u, Il. 
By Lemma 3.15, (PA”)* is an X-continuous linear projection such that 
image of (P”)* = mu*, 
kernel of (P”)* = Stv*(C?\A). 
By Lemma 3.6, {U$} has the weak projection property on A, so we deduce 
that {U,*} has the projection property on A and Py = (PA”)*. 
Let {p,] be a net as in the formulation of (iii). Since A is an S-set, using 
Lemma 1.3, it is easy to see that U,:(x) = x for all L and for all x E Xv(A). 
On the other hand, if K C G\A is compact, then there exists f EP(G) such that 
4 = 1 on a neighborhood of K and supp(f’) is compact and contained in G\A. 
Hence, for any x E Xv(K) we have x = Uf(x), so 
II U&N = II U~$4I < II PL *f II yfg II u, II II *II -+ 0. 
It follows that for any x E Xv(A) + UKt~,A,Kcompact Xc(K) 
Up,(x) -+ P”(x) in the norm-topology. 
Since sup, II Up, II < +CO, the set of all x E X for which Up,(x) -+ PA”(x) 
in the norm-topology is closed and we deduce that for all x E X 
Up,(x) -+ PA”(x) in the norm-topology. 
So, for all x E X and v E 9 we have (x, U;(y)) = (Up,(x), p) + (PAu(x), y) = 
(x, P,V*(p)), that is, for any q E $ 
C$(CJI) + Pfiu’(cp) in the X-topology. 
We conclude that (iii) is verified. 
Now, using Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 2.1, it is easy to see that (iii) * (ii). 
Finally, suppose that (ii) is verified. 
For any f ED(G), A r\ supp( 4) = IZ( , and for any q~ E 9 we have 
QU;(v) = U;Q(v) E ?&F’*(A) = (O}, 
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SO 
gu*(G\A) C kernel of Q. 
Now let I/J be an element of the kernel of Q. By Lemma 3.6 there exist nets 
{IJJ‘} . {#1} in s”*(A) respectively in 4t”*(G\A) such that p, + (b, -+ 4 in the 
X-topology. Then #L = (I - Q)(v‘ + #,) + (I - Q)(g) = # in the X- 
topology, so 4 E 9ru*(G\A). Consequently, 
kernel of Q = PrJ*(G\A). 
By Lemma 3.15, Q is a linear projection with 
image of Q = X”(A), 
kernel of Q = Xu(G\A). 
In particular, X”(d) + X”(G\A) = X. Hence (i) is verified. Q.E.D. 
Suppose that G = R and A = (0). F or any T > 0 we denote by ~I-r,rj the 
characteristic function of [-T, T] and fT = (1/2T) xI-r,r~ . Then 11 fT 11 = 1 
andfr(0) = 1. 
Let X = U(R), 9 = X* = Lm(R), and define the bounded %-continuous 
group {V&R in B.&X) by v,(f) =f(. - t). If f EL1(W and supp(f) C 
(-co, -•] for some l > 0 then, denoting by B, the analytical extension of 
(V,} in 01 E @ (see [3, Sect. 21) and applying the Cauchy integral theorem and 
[3, Theorem 2.41, we have for any 6 > 0 
P- 
s = u,(f) dt -T 
= 9 - j-” &U-T(f) ds + 9 - j -T= U,&(f) dt + 9 - lo &UT(f) ds 
0 
= g - j-” &(U-T(f) - UT(f)) ds + 9 - J’_: U&(f) dt, 
0 
so 
11~’ - 1-L U,(f) dt 11 < la edcs2f ds + 2Te+ Ilf II 
= 2(1 - e-Es) 
E Ilf II + 2T+ Ilf IL 
Taking 6 + +CQ, 
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when T + +co. Analogously it can see that the above convergence holds 
also for any f eG( R), supp( {) C [c, + co) for some l > 0. 
We deduce that if f ELL(W), supp( 4) is compact, and 0 4 supp( p), then 
llfr *fll = I/ $9’ - If, U,(f) dt I/ -+ 0 
when T+ +a~. 
We conclude that {fr}T>O satisfies the conditions imposed on {p,} in Theorem 
3.16(iii). Hence, Theorem 3.16 is an ergodic theorem. 
We remark that by Theorem 3.16 and by [16, Corollary 3.51 for any strongly 
continuous one-parameter group the projection property on (0) is equivalent 
with the global ergodic property considered in [16, Sect. 31. 
COROLLARY 3.17. Let X be a complex Banach space, S = X*, G a locally 
compact Abelian group, and {Cl,)},,, a bo@ed .F-contin~ group in B*(X) 
such that for any x E X the set {U&x); g E G) is relatively S-compact. Theta 
for any closed subgroup A of e and for any y E e, { U,,},,o has the projection 
~J-c-c-~~ A + Y, II PZ+? II G SUP,,G II U, II d for my net DJro~ in WG) 
SUP II P&II < +=b rsr 
$,=lonA+yforallcEI, 
~~,*f~OinLl(G)f~allf~Ll(G), SUPP(!) compact, (A +r)nSupp(f) 
a?ldforanyxEX 
Up,(x) -+ Pi+&) in the norm-topology. 
Proof. Replacing {U,} by {(g, -y) U,}, we can suppose that y = 0. 
Following Lemma 3.6 
9-closure of (Xv(A) + X”(G\A)) = X, 
so we can apply Theorem 3.16. Q.E.D. 
We remark that if X is reflexive and 9t = X*, then for any bounded .9- 
continuous group {U,} in BS(X) the statement of Corollary 3.17 holds. 
The following “reduction” theorem can be used to point out a wide class 
of {U,) which have the projection property on sufficiently many sets. 
W/36/3-3 
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THEOREM 3.18. Let X, Y be complex Banach spaces, 9 = X*, 9 = Y*, 
G a locally compact Abelian group, {U,},,, a bounded $-continuous group in 
BSF(X) such that for any x E X the set {UJx); g E G) is relatively %-compact, 
and i V&O a bounded Q-continuous group in Bg(Y). Suppose that there exists 
a bounded multilinear mapping 
CD: x x 4x3 Y 
12 
such that fey some c > 0 
and 
II qx,..., x>ll z c II x IIn XEX 
@(U&l>,..., U&n)> = V,@(% ,-*a, x,), x, ,...) x, E x. 
Then if E C e is a closed semigvoup such that E U (-E) is a group, y f e and 
{V,},,, has the projection property on 
then i U,>,,G has the projection property on E + y and 
II pEuy II < W 2: II u, II, 
where r(n) is the largest real root of the equation 
m” - i (‘I:, II@ IllI p;+,+...+, 11 P-3 = 0. 
j=l n 
Proof. First we remark that by Corollary 3.17, (U,} has therprojection 
property on (E u (-E)) + y  and the norm of P = P&-E)J+V is majorized 
by SUP,,G II U, II. 
Let x E ;YLI(E + y) and y  E XU(e\(E + y)). Following Lemma 3.9, P(y) E 
XU(((E u (--E)) + y) n (e\(E + ~1)) = X”(((--E)\E) + y). Since (--E)\E is 
a semigroup, by Theorem 2.1 we have 
cqx,..., 4 E Yv(E + Y + -** + Y>, 
W=(Y),...> P(Y)) E W-E)\E> :m 
n 
C I’“(&\@ +a). 
71 
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Let E > 0 be arbitrary. Then there exists P)~ E 9, /I vc 11 < 1 such that 
<@(%.v x), cp,) is a real number and 
Denoting 
IcrE = (G+,+...+,)*(%) 
tl 
and using Lemma 3.15, we have 
Consequently, 
II 9% II < II f%Y+Yf...+-V IL 
II qx,..., q1 f l < <@; ,.*., x), A>, 
PP(Y)V? P(Y)), . ! ! J  ,= 0. 
0 = <@(x - (x j- P(y)),..., x -i (x + P(Y))), $3 
2= <qx,..., 4, #GE> - ,c: (“j) II @ II II x IP9 II x + WII~ II 96 II 
2 II @(x >...Y XII - E - f (y) II @II II x IIn-’ II x + JYr)lli II Gv+v+ II. 
j=l ?I. 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we deduce 
0 > II @5(x,..., x)II - 9$1 (“i) II @ II II x r5 II x + JYr>lli II PI+- II 
n 
> c II .x !In - fI (;) II @ II II x P-j II x + W)ll~ II G+a Il. 
n 
If x + P(y) = 0, then it follows that x = 0. 
If x + P(y) # 0, then we have 
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so 
In both cases 
II x II G m II x + W)ll. 
Since x = P(x), we deduce 
II x II G +I II JYX + r)ll < m “,y; II UcI I II x + Y Il. 
Hence the formula 
Q(x + Y) = x, x E X”(E + Y), Y E We\(E + Y)), 
defines a bounded linear operator 
Q: X”(E + y) + XqG\(E + y)) + XU(E + y)- 
By Theorem 3.7, (U,> has the weak projection property on E + y, so Q can 
be extended to a bounded linear projection whose image is X”(E + v) and 
whose kernel is XU(e\(E + y)). Q.E.D. 
Now we prepare an other “reduction” theorem, based on interpolation. 
Let .M be a complex linear space, I a subinterval of (0, +co), and {II . /I,},,, 
a family of mappings A 3 x t-+ II x Ilp E [0, fco). We call the pair (A, {II . 11}96,) 
an interpolation space. We say that x E A is a simple element if the function 
13 x ++ 11 x II9 is bounded on any compact subset of I and if there exists an 
analytical mapping F of {a EC; Re(a) > 0} in o t a finite-dimensional linear 
subspace of A such that 
F(1) = x, 
II F(a)ll, < II x Il%‘,sh~ , pal, pRe(a)EI. 
First we prove the following variant of the convexity theorem of Riesz and 
Thorin (see [6, Theorem VI.lO.ll]): 
LEMMA 3.19. Let (A’, {It . lll~9~p)E1J,...~ (A”, {II . lln.p19E~,) be interpolation 
spaces and 0: A?’ x ... x An --+ @ a multilinear functional. If p, , ql E I1 ,..., 
Pn94nEIn, a, b > 0 and 
I @(x1 ,..., x”)I < a II x1 ll1.91 *** II xv Iln.y, for all simple xl,..., xn, 
1 eyx’,..., 41 < b II x1 111,*1 -‘* II xn Iln.l?, for all simple x1,. . . , x”, 
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we have 
/4yx*,..., -ql < a+-* I1 x1 lh., *** IIx* In,,, fw all sim$k?.e xl,..., xn. 
Proof. Let x1 E Al,..., .P E An be simple elements. For any xi we denote 
by Ft an analytical mapping of {o E C; Re(or) > 0} into a finite-dimensional 
linear subspace of M such that 
Fi(l) = X’, 
II~i(4llr., G II xi IlElYec., 9 pd,, PRe(a)Eli. 
Define the function f on {CY E C; 0 < Re(a) < l} by 
f(a) = @ (& (rI (LX * + (1 - a) +-)),...,Fn (r* (a & + (1 - 4 -$))). 
Thenf is bounded and continuous and it is analytical on {a E @; 0 < Re(a) < l}. 
For any teR 
jf(it)l = 1 9 (F1 (+ + it (2 - +)),...,Fn (z + it (2 - %)))I 
1 f(1 + it)1 = I@ (F1 (2 + it (2 - 2)),...,Fn (p + it (p - %I))) 
n n 
< a I( x1 Ii:: 1.. 11 xfi (I:?. 
Applying the three line theorem ([6, Theorem VI.10.3]), we deduce 
1 @(xl,..., x91 = IfHI 
< bl-EaE 11 xlll~;~rl/4+.ll/lll . . . )I .g I(~*-ws"+wn 
= a’b1-f II x1 /l*.cl --* II it? IL, * Q.E.D. 
Let W, {II . IMI<~<+~) b e an interpolation space. Suppose that there exists 
a bilinear mapping 
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such that 
II XII,; = ,“y; I<%Y>l = ;yj KY, xx l/p + l/p’ = 1, XEJZ. 
Ilvll,4 Il?+Sl 
Then jl . 112, are seminorms. 
We suppose that all II . jlz, are norms. This is not restrictive because if 
IIxIj,=Oforsomel <p<+co,then 
I( G II x 112) IIY lld = 0 for all y  E 4, 
II x II@ = ,,;;p,, I(X7Y)l = 0 foralll <q<+c0, 
so, replacing A! by the quotient A/(x E A’; 11 x II* = 0 for all 1 < q < + XI} 
the seminorms I/ * IID by the corresponding norms on the above quotient, and 
(., .) by the canonically induced bilinear mapping, we obtain an essentially 
equivalent interpolation space. 
Finally, we suppose that for any x E A? there exists a sequence {zn} of simple 
elements of & such that x, --f x in any norm // * lie. 
I f  the above three conditions are satisfied, then we say that (A%‘, {II . jlP}1<P4+m) 
is a Lebesgue interpolation space. 
Let (A, ill . ll&s<+m ) be a Lebesgue interpolation space. For any 1 < 
p <q < +co we denote by ,%e,,, the completion of A’ in the norm xw 
max(jj x IID, II x lla>. We denote A@!~,~ simply by A’, . 
Let1 <p<r<q<+ooandx~A!.Since 
I(? Y>l < II x IIP IIY 119, 9 YE-f@, 
I(? Y>l G II x I/Q IIY II*, ! YE&, 
applying Lemma 3.19, we deduce 
I(x, y>l < // x jjf-d/b-dhld I/ x I,~-hw(a-duld /ly ,,/ 
G m=CI! x II?, 1 II 2 II,> II y 117* , y  simple. 
If  y  E A’ is arbitrary, then there exists a sequence {y,J of simple elements 
such that y,, + y  in any [/ . (lr , so 
I( G k W,Y - m>l + I<%Yn>l) 
7 
G )+% (!I x II9 II y - yn lb + max{ll x IL 1 II x II,> II yn - Y llr, 
+ ={il x /12, , II x II,> II Y IId 
= max{lI x/Iv , II x II,> IIY IL, . 
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It follows that 
Thus the identical mapping .A + 4 can be extended to a linear mapping 
of A,*, into Ar with norm <l. This mapping is injective. Indeed, let x E A,,, 
be such that its image in .A!, is zero. Consider a sequence {xn} in A which 
converges to x in the norm of A,,, . Then 
Suppose that (11 xfl I],} converges not to 0. Then there exists ~a > 0 and a sub- 
sequence (x,,} of {xn} such that II x,, 112, > ~a for all j. Since {xn} is Cauchy in 
II . II9 , there exists j, such that for j 3 j0 we have 11 x,,~ - xni &, < E,, . Choose 
YE&, IIylj,* < 1, suchthat I(x,,~,Y)\ >E,,. Then for anyj>jOwe have 
I<%, ,Y>l 2 I<%i, ,Y>l - II &a*, - %I, ll9jl Y lld a l<%ljo 9 Y>l - co > 0, 
in contradiction with (x,~ , y) + 0. Consequently, II x, II?, + 0. Analogously, 
11 x, Ile -+ 0, so x = 0. 
In conclusion, Aa ,Q can be considered a subset of any Ar, p < Y < q. 
It is easy to see that for any 1 < r < +co the bilinear mapping (e, .> can 
be extended to a bounded bilinear mapping A,. x Art 3 (x, y) t+ (x, y), 
l/r + l/r’ = 1, for which 
II XII, = ;z; Ic%Y>l, 
IL+<1 
IIY IId = sup I(x,r>l. 
llx~$l 
LEMMA 3.20. Let (@, {II * Il&<~+m ,..., ) (dn, {II * Iln.zJI<K+aJ mi v-9 
{Ill * IIIP~1<P<+m ) beLebesgu.e interpolation spaces, 1 < p, , ql ,..., p, , qn , s, t < $-co 
and T:JP x ... x An+& a multilinear mapping such that for some 
a,b>O 
Ill TW,..., xnIlls G a II x1 IIl.P1 *** II xn ll%~, > xl E AP,..., xn E&if”, 
III TW,..., x’9lllt G b II x1 Ls .-. II xn Iln.cza > XlEJ@,...,X~EA~. 
Then for all 0 < B < 1, defining 1 < rl ,..., I, , u < + ~0 by 
1 
-=++(I-+ 
1 
ri 
1 <iin, 
e 1 
-=2+(1-c);, 
u 
we have 
‘III T(x’,..., x’?lllu < u+-+ II x1 11~~~ *.* II X* Iln,cn, xl E A-P )..., x” E A”. 
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Proof. We define the (n + 1) linear mapping <PI AP x ... x AP x .N+ @ 
bY 
@(xl,..., Xn,y) = (z-(x1 ,..., xy,y>. 
by Lemma 3.19 it follows for all simple x1 E ,A%,..., xn E .Mn, y  E A” 
1 @(xl,..., x”, Y)l G &1-e II x1 l11.Q *** II x” Iln.r, Ill Y lllut * 
Now let x1 E A@,,.., xn E A”, y  EJV be arbitrary and let {xki}k>l CAP, 
1 ,< 2. < f=, {Yk)k>l CN be sequences of simple elements which converge 
respectively to xi, 1 6 i ,< n, y  in any norm 11 . lli,9, 1 < i < tt, 111 . //IV . 
Denoting clP( = supk II xki IIi.p < +oo and /3, = supk III yK I/k, < fco, we have 
for all integers K, ,..., K, , k > 1 
Letting kr -+ co, we deduce 
By induction, we conclude that 
1 @(xl, x2,..., xn, y)l e arFc II 9 lll*T1 IIx2 ll2.r, *** II x” lLwn Ill Y llld - 
Consequently, for any x1 E JP,. . ., xn E .&P 
III qxll,..., x”)lll¶& = ,,,;=& I QYx’1-, X”>Y)l 
< &-r II x1 ll1.,1 *** II xn IIIL.~~ * Q.E.D. 
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LRMMA 3.21. Let (A, {II * IlpX<pc+m ) be a L.ebesgue interpolahm spuce and we 
suppose that (1 . (II satisfies th ParalZe~gram identity. Then 
II x + y II,” + II x - Y II; G ml1 x II”, + II Y II”,)! 2 <p < +a, %YEJ, 
II x + y II% + II x - Y IIf G 2(ll x II”, + II Y l13p’-1, 1 <P<Z 
+++1, x,ye.M. 
proof. For any (x, y) E A x A and 1 < p < + co we define 
ll(x, Y)ll, = (II x II”, + II Y 113”” 
and we consider the bilinear functional 
(,rv x Jq x (A x .-Ml 3 ((x, Y), (% WI) * <x5 u> + <Y, 0). 
Then an easy verification shows us that (A x A, {II * IIP}I<K+m) is a Lebesgue 
interpolation space. 
Now we define the linear mapping T: JZ x At + A x A by 
T(x,y) =(x+y,x-YY). 
Forany(x,y)E.Bx.Handq>lwehave 
II W, r)llz G 2”’ II@, r)llz 3 
II T(x, y)ll, < 21’a(ll x II* + II Y II,) < 21’q21’q’(ll x II: + II Y ll:)l” = 2 II@, y)ll, . 
Using Lemma 3.20, it follows for any (x, y) E .AY x A and 2 < p ,< q 
11 T(x, y)ll, < ~(~/~)~~(Q-P)/~~~-2)l~~-2(~--p)~p(q-2) 11(X, y)ll, . 
Letting q + + co, we deduce 
11 T(x, y)ll, < 21’9121-e’p II@, r)ll, = 2(p-1)‘p 11(x, Y)lh , X,YEd, P 22, 
so the first inequality is proved. 
We consider again the above-defined Lebesgue interpolation space (J8 x Ury, 
(11 . II,)) and we consider also the Lebesgue interpolation space (C x @, (11 *II,)), 
where 
ll(% B)ll, = (I 01 lP + I B lp)1’p7 
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Now we define the bilinear mapping S: (A’ X A!) x (C x a=) + A’ x A! by 
For any (x,y) EA’ x A!, (01, /3) E C x @ and Q, r > 1 we have 
II S&Y), (a, B))l12 G max{l 01 1, I B I> 21’2(11 x II”, + II Y llY2 
< P2 lI(x, YN2 ll(% B)lla > 
II S((x, y), (01, B))ll, < max{ll x + Y IlT , II x - Y 1141 01 IT + I B IrYr 
< (II x II7 + II Y IM lx I+- + I B IY 
< P Ilb YII, II@, B>ll, .
Using Lemma 3.20, it follows for any (x, Y) E A! X A, (a, fi) E @ X C, and 
l<r<p<2<q 
11 s&y, y), (01, p))lj, < 2(1/2)[2(p-r)ip(2-T)l2(1/T’)(1-2(~-~)/*(2-~)) 11(x, y)/, ll(a, /3)/l, , 
where 
[ 
2(P - 7) 1 
s = p(2 - 7) q  
-+ (1- ;[;;:,‘)+]-r. 
Letting q-+ +cc and r+ 1, we deduce for each x,yEA and 1 <p < 2 
II wx, Y)! (% B))ll, < P’ ll(~~YN, ll(% /3)/19/(2--o) 9 %PEC, 
(II x + y  Iii’ + II x - Y.llDv’YP’ = sup 
Il(a,B)l’,,(z-~)sl 
II W% Yh (% 13Nl, 
< 21’p’tll x ii,“+ IIY 11;p9 
so also the second inequality is proved. Q.E.D. 
The proof of the above inequalities was inspired from techniques used in 
[2, Chap. II, Sect. 41. We are indebted to Haagerup and to the referee for 
pointing out a mistake in an earlier version of the second inequality from 
Lemma 3.21. 
Lemma 3.21 allows us to prove the following extension of [5, Theorem 71: 
LEMMA 3.22. Let (~6 (11 . llp)l<p<+m ) be a Lebesgue interpolation space such 
that 11 . II2 satisjies the parallelogram identity. Then each A?, , 1 <p < +co, 
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is a uniformly conwex’ Banach space; in particular, it is reflexive. For any 1 < 
p < fco, l/p + l/p”= 1,:the nulpping 
is a linear isometry of &,g onto (A,)*. 
Proof. If (xk} and {yk} are sequences in J!?, such that 11 xlc IID --f 1, 11 yk I]* -+ 1 
and 1) xk +y,&, + 2, then, following Lemma 3.21, \I xk -yYK(&, -+ 0, so 
.M, is uniformly convex. 
It is immediate that A,, 3 y H (e, y) E (A,)* is a linear isometry of &X9,’ 
in (A,)*. If it would be not surjective, JY, being reflexive, it would exist 
0 # x E dp such that (x, y> = 0 for all y E .MPs , in contradiction with 
II x IllI = S~PIIUII,.(l I<% YX Q.E.D. 
Let (A, {II . II,>> b e a Lebesgue interpolation space and G a locally compact 
Abelian group. If (CT,},,, is a group of inversible linear mappings on .M such that 
sup sup II ~,(x)ll, < +a foralll <p<+co, 
UEG lld,Sl 
G q g H (U&v), y) is continuous for all x, y E A, 
then we say that {u,},& is a bounded continuous group of transformations of 
(4, {II * II&. In thi s case, for any 1 < p < q < + OC), {U,} induces a bounded 
strongly continuous group (UOppQ} in B&M,,,). We denote UfrD simply by U,p. 
For any p < r < q, we have successively 
(.M,,Q)UD’a(F) = M,,Q n (J%,)“‘(F), F C e closed. 
LEMMA 3.23. Let (A, {II . Ilp)l<K+m ) be a Lebesgue interpolation space such 
that \I . II2 satisjies thk $aralle&ram iakntity, G a locally compact Abelian group, 
and { U,Josc a b&nded cokinuous group of transformations of (.M, {II * I\D}l<9<+m). 
If E is a closed subset of e such that E u (-E) and E n (-E) are subgroups 
of &, y E e and 1 < p Q q < +co then { U2Q>spc has the weak projection 
property on E + y. 
Proof. Since 
(En(--E))+yCE+rC(Eu(--E))+r, 
boundaryofE+yin(Eu(-E))+yC(En(-E)+y, 
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following Lemma 3.4, it is enough to prove that for any closed subgroup /I 
of G and for any y E G, the group {UF@} has the weak projection property 
on rl + y. 
By Lemma 3.5 for any neighborhood N of 0 E G, there exists pN E M(G) 
and an open neighborhood MN of 0 E G such that 
By Lemma 3.22, A, is reflexive, so, following Corollary 3.17, {U,r} has 
the projection property on (1 + y and for any x E .H, 
Analogously, { Ugq} has the projection property on A + y and for any x E &Z 
Let x E Y,,, . The net {U;:(x)} is Cauchy in the norm of I,,, , so it con- 
verges in . ..4Z.,@ to some P(x) E .MP,q . We have 
fY.4 62 ~9.9 n bc>““(~ + Y) = ~~@.~)up’*(~ + r>a 
On the other hand, for any N 
Applying now Theorem 3.16, we deduce that (UF’r} has the projection 
property on (1 + y. In particular, it has the weak projection property on (1 + y. 
Q.E.D. 
Now we are able to prove a second “reduction” theorem for the projection 
problem: 
THEOREM 3.24. Let (.& {II IId~<z,<+rn ) be a Lebesgue interpolation space such 
that I/ . [I2 satisfies the parallelogram identity, G a locally compact Abelian group, 
and (UJ,,, a bounded continuous group of transformations of (A, {II . jlg}L~D<+oo). 
If  E is a closed subset of e such that E v  (-E) and E n (-E) are subgroups 
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of G, y E G, 1 < p < q < + co d (U,,p>,,G , (Ugq),,G he tk pojctbz 
propertyonE+y,thenforanyO~~~l,&finingl<r<+coby 
1 
-=++(l+, 
r 
{ UuT},,, has the projection poperty on E + y and 
Proof. Denote PI = P& and Pe = PEu( . If x E (A,,q)““q(E + y) and 
Y E UKCG\w+A),KCOmp8ct (~,.,>““*(~, then 
a0 
II x lItI = II PI& + YII, < II PI II II x + Y IIlY > 
II x II, = II P& + YII, G II p2 II II x + Y llfl 9 
m=ill x IIn , tl x II,) < (II PI II + II P, II) mdll x + y lh , II x + y IW. 
By Lemma 3.23, (Uy} has the weak projection property on E + y; hence 
it has the projection property on E + y and 
Applying Lemma 3.20, for any x E J 
II Jm~)ll, G II PI IIC II p* IP II *IL * 
Thus, there exists a Iinear mapping P on &r , II P II < I[ PI (I( I[ Pa llr-: such that 
Obviously, P is a projection and 
image of P C (A,)“r(E + y), 
kernel of PC (A#‘(e\(E + y)). 
To prove the converse inclusions, it is enough to prove that (A,)U’(E + y) n 
QW’(~\(E + Y)) = ho>. 
Let x E (A,.)“‘(E + y) n (-4ur>“‘(e\(E + y)). Denote A, = En (-E) and 
d, = E u (-E). Using Lemma 3.22 and Corollary 3.17, we deduce that 
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(Ugr} has the projection property on A, + y  and on A, + y. By Lemma 3.9, 
Consequently, 
image of P = (&Yq)Ur(E + y), 
kernel of P = (JXT)“‘(e\(E + r)). 
By Lemma 3.23, (U,r} has the weak projection property on E + y, so we 
deduce that it has the projection property on E + y  and P$, = P. Q.E.D. 
The following statement will serve us as a starting point in the applications 
of Theorems 3.18 and 3.24. In its proof we use standard arguments (see Bochner’s 
proof of the Stone representation theorem in [ll, 10, Sect. 2.51). We note 
that it is well-known (see [lo, 18]) an d we insert it for completeness. 
THEOREM 3.25. Let H be a complex Hilbert space, G a locally compact Abelian 
group, and VJgLO a bounded strongly continuous group in B(H). Then {U,},,, 
has the projection property on any Bore1 set SC e, 11 Psu /I < (suP,,~ 11 U, 11)2, 
S w Psu is a countably additive spectral measure on the Bore1 subsets of e and 
for any g E G 
(u,(x) I Y) = 1, (a Y) WP(4 I Y>, x,y~H. 
Proof. Following [4, Theorems 2(a) and 6], there exists A E B(H), 
(sups II U, Il)F1 < A G sups II U, IL such that V, = A-lU,A is unitary for all 
g E G. So (V,} is a strongly continuous group of unitaries and it is enough 
to prove the statement of the theorem for this group. 
For any x E H the mapping G 3 g t-+ (V,(x) 1 x) is continuous and positive- 
definite; so, following Bochner’s theorem (see [13, Theorem 1.41 there exists 
pr E M(G), 0 < pz < 11 x ]I2, such that 
(V&) I 4 = J- (g, A 4&4 
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If x, y  E H, then we define ,u=,~ = f(~~+~ - t.~*+, + ir.Lz+iV - ipBiiv). Then 
I+ E W% II t-+ II < II x II2 + IIY llz9 and 
Since the inverse Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of pz,z and pz are equal with 
g I-+ (V,(X) 1 x), we deduce that pz,o = p2. If  TV E M(G), then 
First we prove that {V’} has the projection property on any compact KC e, 
PKv = the orthogonal projection onto Hv(K) and (P,‘(x) 1 y) = p&K). 
Let F C G be closed and x E P(F). Following [13, Theorem 2.6.11, for any 
compact neighborhood N of 0 E G there exists fNF ELI(G) such that 0 < 
P NF<l,&F=l onan p o en neighborhood DNF of K n F and supp(f/) C 
(KnF)+ N. Then 
xNF = VfNF(x) E Hv((K n F) + N), 
X-X NF= v- (X) E Hv(e\DNF) n H”(F) 
8,fi’ 
For any N 
= Hv((e\DNF) n’i7, C Hv((c?\K) n F). 
11 XNF 11 = ,;& I(v~dx) 1 Y)l = ,;$ 1 j-,fNFFtY) &&‘) 1 < 11 X11’ + 1. . . 
By the Alaoglu theorem some subnet {X&J of the net (xNF}, where Nr > ha 
means Nr C N, , converges weakly to some vector in 
9 Hv((K n F) + N) = Hv(K n F). 
Consequently x E HV(K n F) + fY((e\K) n F). 
Hence for any F C e closed HV(F) C HV(K n F) + W((e\K) n F). The 
converse inclusion is trivial, .so (V,} has the weak projection property on K. 
Now let P be the orthogonal projection onto HY(K). Obviously, the image 
of P is Hv(K). Since VgHv(K) C H”(K) and (V,)* W’(K) = V+W(K) C 
HV(K), we deduce that PV, = V,P, g E G. For any L C e’\K compact there 
exists f ELI(G), f = 1 on a neighborhood of L, supp( p) C e\K and we have 
PHy(L) = PV#P’(L) = VjPfl(L) C HV(supp(f)) n HV(K) = fl( ra) = {O}. 
It follows that Hv(G\K) C kernel of P. Since image of P + rrY(e\K) = 
HV(K) + HYG\K) is H, we deduce that the kernel of P is Hv(e\K). Thus 
{V,} has the projection property on K and PKv = P. 
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Let x, y  E H be arbitrary. We have already seen that for any compact neigh- 
borhood N of 0 E G there exists fN = fnG E L’(G) such that 0 < jN < 1, 
h = 1 on K supp(.hN) C K + N 
converges weakly to PKy(x). Then 
and that a subnet {V~,~)} of { VfJx)} 
so, denoting by xK the characteristic function of K and using the regularity 
of t~~,~, we have 
Consequently, 
< lim I px,v I(@ + NJ\K) 
0' = . 
@‘K”(X) I Y) = ~a.v(K). 
Now let S C e be an arbitrary Bore1 set. Let F C e be closed, K C F compact, 
x E H”(K), ~1 >..., y,, E H and c > 0. By the regularity of the measures pr,+ , 
1 < j < 11, there exist compact sets Kl C S n K, K2 C (e\S) n K, such that 
for any j 
Then, for any j, 
I A+(S n K) - P~,~,(W d 42, 
I ~~.,,((~\s) n K) - CL~,~,VG)I G 42. 
It follows that x belongs to the weak closure of HY(S n K) + H”((c\S) n K) C 
HV(S n F) + HY((G\S) n F). S’ mce K is arbitrary, using Lemma 1.2, we 
deduce that HV(F) C closure of (HY(S n F) + H”((e\S) n F)). The converse 
inclusion is trivial. 
We conclude that {V,} has the weak projection property on S. 
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Let P be the orthogonal projection onto F(S). Obviously, the image of P 
is w(S). Let KC G\S be compact and x E P(K). For any y E P’(S) there 
exists a sequence {Kn) of compact subsets of S and yn E P(K,) such that 
yn -+ y in the norm-topology, so 
Hence x is orthogonal to H”(S), that is, it belongs to the kernel of P. Con- 
sequently, P(G\S) C kernel of P. Since image of P + W(&\S) is dense 
in H, we deduce that the kernel of P is iY’(G\S). 
We conclude that {V,,) has the projection property on S and Psv is the 
orthogonal projection onto Hv(S). 
Finally, let x, y rz H be arbitrary and c > 0. By the regularity of pa-V there 
exists K, C S compact such that for any K compact, Kc C KC S, 
On the other hand, there exists a sequence {&} of compact subsets of S and 
x, E fl(L,) such that x, + Psv(x) in the norm-topology. Denote K,, = 
Kc u L, , Then Psm < Psv, so 
Consequently, there exists n, with 
Hence 
wsvt4 I Y) - kYW 
< l(Ps”(x) - P&W I r)l + I ~z.vW - ~m.v(S)l 
< \ c. 
Since Q > 0 is arbitrary, we deduce 
(pm) I Y) = t%,,(S). 
It follows that s H Ps’ is a countably additive spectral measure on the 
Bore1 subsets of G and for any g E G 
x,y~H. Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 3.25 suggests us that also in more general cases, if {U,} has the 
projection property on sufficiently many subsets of G, then a Stone type theorem 
holds. For an examination of this problem in the case of real parameters we 
refer the reader to [17]. 
Finally, we consider a class of groups of operators which have the projection 
property on “many” sets: 
THEOREM 3.26. Let (Q, SY, II) be a positive measure space, G a locally compact 
Abelian group, and { TP}BEG a group of inversible mappings 52 + Q such that 
T,(B) E 9, P(TGm) = Pm BEG?, gEG, 
G 3 g H p(A n T,(B)) is continuous, A, BeaL. 
For any 1 < p < +co we denote by {U,~},,, the strongly continuous group 
of isometrics on L”(Q, 9, p) defked by U,p( f) = f  0 T, . If EC G is a closed 
semigroup such that E u (-E) is a group and y  E G, then for any 1 < p < + CO, 
{ lJ,p>,,, has the projection property on E + y  and 
II PC II G m={P, P’> + 2, 
where l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.25, {U02} has the projection property on any closed 
FCGandI]P~211<1. 
Let n 3 1 be an integer and p = 2n. Defining the multilinear mapping 
by @(fi ,...,f,J =fi ...fn , we have II @II = 1, Ii @(f,...,f Ill2 = Ilf II”, for all 
f  EL”(Qn, g’, 1.4 ad @(u,*(fi),..., us”(fn)) = u2@(fi ,...,fd for ~4 fi ,...,fn E 
L”(sZ, 9I, CL) and g E G. Applying Theorem 3.18, we deduce that { lJ,D} has 
the projection property on E + y and 11 PFIy II < r(n) where r(n) is the largest 
real root of the equation rlz - Cj”=, (7) V-j = 0. So, I/ P& I/ < 2n = p. 
Define 
c/h! = f CjxAl ; 
I 
Cl ,-*., c, E @, A, ,..., A,EgAjnA,= er 
for j # k #r),..., &%J < -too ! 
9 
j=l 
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For any f = c& cjxA, ‘E A the function p H ]I f 11, is bounded on any compact 
subset of (0, +co), the mapping F: {a E C; Re(a) > 0) + A defined by 
w = c, I c5 I= 4 9 I XA, tak es values in a finite-dimensional subspace of A, 
it is analytical, F(1) = f and /F(a)]], = Ilf ]I,R”i&, whenever 1 <p < +a~, 
1 <p Re(a) < $-co. So any element of .M is simple. Usual arguments show 
us that W, {II * IIA-M+~) is a Lebesgue interpolation space, ]I * ]I2 satisfies the 
parallelogram identity, and M, = La@, .f%, p) for all 1 < p < + CO. 
Now let 2 <,p < +oo. Consider the integer n > 1 for which 2n < p < 
2n + 2. Using Theorem 3.24, it is easy to see that {U,p} has the projection 
property on E + y and 
Finally, let 1 < p < 2 and l/p + l/p’ = 1. Following Lemma 3.23, { U,p} 
has the weak projection property on E + y. On the other hand, Lp(Q, S?, p)* 
can be identified canonically with L@(Q, 99, cl) and via this identification {( U,n)*} 
coincides with { Uz}. Since 2 ,< p’ < + to, using the above part of the proof 
and Lemma 3.15, we conclude that { U,p} has the projection property on E + y 
and 
II &II = II FL II < P’ + 2. Q&D, 
For example, if G = Iw, then, with the notations of Theorem 3.26, (Ut3tea , 
1 < p < $-co, have the projection property on any [u, !I] C [w and I] PLtb, ]I < 
(m=4 P, P’l + W. 
We remark that if G = R or G = 9, then Theorem 3.26 can be reformulated 
in terms of singular integrals (see [17]) and it extends the classical theorems 
of Riesz on the Hilbert transform (see [6, Theorem X1.7.8; and 13, Theorem 
8.7.111) and on conjugate trigonometric series (see [6, Exercise X1.8.22; and 
13, Theorem 8.7.21). 
4. NONCOMMUTATIVE HILBRRT TRANSFORM 
In this section we prove an extension of Theorem 3.26 for the LP-spaces 
of Dixmier from [5]. We recall that the proof of Theorem 3.26 has four steps: 
(1) for p = 2 we have used Theorem 3.25; 
(2) for p = 2n, tl > 1 integer, we have used Theorem 3.18; 
(3) for 2 < p < +co we have used Theorem 3.24; 
(4) for 1 <p < 2 we have used Lemmas 3.23 and 3.15. 
In the case of Dixmier’s L*-spaces steps (l), (3), and (4) can be completed 
simiIar1y as in the proof of Theorem 3.26. To complete step (2) it will be not 
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enough to use general Banach space technics and we shall resort to the existence 
of an involution on Lp. 
Let M be a semifinite W*-algebra and p a semifinite faithful normal trace 
on M. Denote by . the two-sided ideal generated by all projections e E M 
withp(e) < +co. Thenforany 1 <p < +a~ andxEA 
/Ix II* = p(I x Pyz, < +aJ* 
By [5, Corollary 2 of Theorem 61, any I/ . I/?, , 1 < p < +CO, is a norm on A 
and the completion of .A in (j . II?, is denoted by LP(p). L”(p) is defined by 
Lm(p) = M, II x II,,, = Ij x Il. Define for any x, y  E A 
By [5, Corollaries 1 and 3 of Theorem 4 and Corollary 1 of Theorem 61, for 
any 1 <P < +a, lip + Up’ = 1, 
Now we claim that (A, {II . Ilph<p<+m) is a Lebesgue interpolation space. 
Indeed, let 0 # x E A be arbitrary and x = v  I x I its polar decomposition. 
Since x E A?, for the support s( I x 1) of / x j we have p(s(l x I)) < + CO. By the 
spectral theorem, for any integer 71 > 1 there exist orthogonal projections 
eln,..., e, a E M, commuting with I x / and with cj”=, ejn = s(l x I), such that 
lxjejR<FIlxlleJ 
71 .I 7 
1 <i<?Z. 
Denote 
Since ellE,..., e, n belong to A?, x, also belongs to A. Obviously, p H 11 x /je = 
(xy=a ((i - 1)/n II x 11)” p(ej”))ll” is bounded on any compact subset of (0, fco). 
On the other hand, the mapping F,: (IX E C; Re(or) > 0) + A, defined by 
F&4 = j$2 (&-!- II x II)’ vein, 
takes values in a finite-dimensional subspace of A, it is analytical, F,(I) = x, * 
and 
Fn(41p = ,$ (e II x ll)pRe’a’ p(V)]“‘, 
1 <p<+co, 1 <pRe(a)<+co. 
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It follows that all x, are simple elements. For any n 
so,foranyl <p<+cc, 
II x - xn II9 = P(l x - % I+’ < + II x II P(4l x l)Y’” + O* 
It is easy to verify that II * 11s atisfies the parallelogram identity. 
By the definitions, for any 1 < p < + cc we have L$) = A, . We remark 
that by Lemma 3.22 any Lp(p), 1 < p < + 00, is uniformly convex, obtaining 
in this way a positive answer to a question raised in [5, Remark after Lemma 51. 
Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and {U,},,, a group of *-auto- 
morphisms of M. Using [5, Theorem 5], it is easy to see that, denoting by 
M, the predual of M, {U,} is M,-continuous if and only if for any x, y E d 
the functiong H p( U&)y) is continuous. If (U,) invariates p, that is, p( U,(e)) = 
p(e) for all projection e E M and all g E G, then {U,} invariates &. Hence, 
if { U,} is M,-continuous and invariates p, then it induces a bounded continuous 
group of transformations of (A, {II * &,}l<ti+m). Thus it induces strongly 
continuous groups { U,a} of isometries in B(D)(p)), 1 < p < + 00. The involution 
4 3 x ++ x* induces an involution in any D’b), 1 < p < +a~, which is 
isometrical and commutes with the action of {U,,p}. 
Let n > 1 be an integer andp = 2n. Following [5, Corollary 3 of Theorem 61, 
we can define a bounded multilinear mapping 
by @(x1 ,..., x,) = X, ... x, , xl ,..., x, ~4, and we have II @ (( = 1 and 
@p( u,*(%),..., Ug”(Xn>) = u,z@(xl ,*a*, %a), xi ,..., x, ELQ), g E G. But in 
general it can exist 0 # x E J with x” = 0, so Theorem 3.18 cannot be used. 
However, we have 
II @(x,.-v 4llz = II x 11; 9 xELp(p), x = x* or x = -x*, 
and Theorem 3.18 can be replaced by: 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let M be a semifinite W*-algebra, p a semifinite faithful normal 
trace, G a locally compact Abelian group, and (UJ,,, an M,-continuous group 
of *-automorphisms of M which invariates p. Then for any closed semigroup E C G, 
for any integer n > 1 and for any x E L2”(p)Ua”(E\(-E)) we have 
II x - x* 112- d 4n II x + x* 112% , 
II x + x* ll2n G 4n II x - x* lhn > 
so 
II x IL G (2n + 1) II x + ix* II273 9 
II x llzn < (2n + 1) II x - x* lb& * 
Proof. Consider the above-defined 
@: LZn(p) x *** x L2n(p) + L2(p). 
-- 
n 
Since E\(-E) is a semigroup, using Theorem 2.1, we have 
y  = @((x - x*) + (x + x*),..., (x - x*) + (x + x*)) 
= 2”@(x,..., x) 
Since the canonical involution on L2(p) commutes with (Us2), using again 
Theorem 2.1, we deduce 
y* = q-(x - x*) + (x + x*),..., -(x - x*> + (x + x*)) 
E L2(~)Ua((-E)\E). 
Since E\(-E) and (-E)\E are disjoint, following Theorem 3.25, L2(p)“‘(E\(-E)) 
and L2(p)u2((-E)\E) are orthogonal, so (y 1 y*) = 0. 
Consequently, 
0 = (Y I (--lYY*) 
= (@((x - x*) + (x + x*),..., (x - x*) + (x + x*)) 1 @((x - x*) 
- (x + x*),..., (x - x*) - (x + x*)) 
> 11 qx - x*,..., x - x*,11”, - 5 (2”) 11 x - x* pII x + x* I& . 
j-1 3 
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Since (x - x*)* = -(x - x*), we have 
11 @(x - x*,..., x - x*>g = 11 x - x* 11:; ) 
so 
If x + x* = 0, then by the above inequality x - x* = 0. 
If x + x* # 0, then 
( II x - x* II&a 2n II x + x* llen ) -,I(?)( /j:,::;p)““-k), p 
so II x - x* llenlll x + x* llm is majorized by the largest real root of the equation 
129% - E (7) r2n-r = 0. 
j=l 
Hence 
II x - x* II293 < da. 
II x + x* llan 
Changing x with ix, it follows the second inequality. Q.E.D. 
Now we can prove a noncommutative extension of Theorem 3.26: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let M be a semifinite We-algebra, p a sen@nite faithful 
normal trace, G a locally compact Abelian group, and {U&o an M,-continuous 
group of *-autontorphisms of M which invariiates p. Then for any closed semigoup 
EC e such that E U (-E) is a group and for any 1 < p < + OC), {u,P>,,, has 
the projection property on E and 
II Pi” II < 4 maxip, P’} + 13, 
where l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
Proof. Let n > 1 be an integer and p = 2n. By Lemma 3.23, {V,p} has 
the weak projection property on E. On the other hand, following Corollary 3.17, 
{ U,p} has the projection property on -4, = E n (-E), A, = E u (-E), and 
II qll d 1, llqll < 1. 
Let x ED(~)@‘(E) and y ~L’(p)u’)(6\E). Then, following Lemma 3.9 
u = x - P;;(x) &(p)@(E\(-E)), 
v = P:;(y) EL”(#‘((-E)\E). 
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Since u + o* and u - et* belong to P(p)t’“(E\(-E)), using Lemma 4.1, we 
deduce 
II u II9 < HII u + v* II9 + II u - tJ* II,> 
~~(llU+Zi*+U*+ol:,+!lu-o*-u*+o/,) 
G mJ + 1) II u + cJ I/P * 
Hence 
II x IIP G II u 112, + II ~~:ml 
< w + 1) II u + v II9 + II E:wl 
= 2(p + 1) II c& + Y) - c$ + Y)ll, + II E(b + Y>ll, 
< (4p + 5) I! x + Y 112, - 
It follows that there exists a bounded linear projection with norm <4p + 5 
whose image is L”(p)u”(E) and whose kernel is Lp(p)“‘(G\E). Thus, {u,P> 
has the projection property on E and I] Pr 11 < 4p + 5. 
I f  2 < p < + co, then the statement of the theorem is a consequence of 
the first part of the proof and of Theorem 3.24. 
Finally, for 1 < p < 2 our statement follows from Lemma 3.23, the 
preceding part of the proof, and Lemma 3.15. Q.E.D. 
We can define the Hilbert transform associated to (U,p} and E by 
We remark that, repeating arguments from the proof of Theorem 4.2, we can 
improve the evaluation I] Hi’ 11 < II PI,& II + II Pr& II < 8 max{p, p’} + 26, 
II %‘I1 =G 8 max{p,p’) + 16. 
It is also easy to verify that 
HE’@*) = -HzD(x*), x ELyp). 
I f  G = R or G = 9, then Hy!,,, respectively H[p,-l,ol can be exprimed 
in terms of singular integrals (see [17]). 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space and tr the usual trace on B(H). Then 
for any 1 < p < +co, L*(tr) is the space C, of von Neumann and Schatten 
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(see for example [6, X1.91). W e remark that, for 1 < p1 < pa < +a~, we have 
(x E B(H); xH finite dimensional} 
c c,, 
cc, 
C {x E B(H); x compact} 
and 
5. AN APPLICATION IN THE OPERATOR THEORY 
In this section we use the results from the above section to give a proof 
for a theorem of Macaev from [S] ( see also [7, Theorem 111.6.2; 6, Theorem 
X1.10.9]). 
We begin with a general multiplicativity result: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a complex Banach akebra, 9t a complex Banach 
space in duality with X, G a locally compact Abelian group, and { U,,}gEG a bounded 
~-continuous group of .F-continuous autom0rphism.v of the algebra X. If EC & 
is a closed sem&roup and (Ug}peo has the projection property m A = E n (-E), 
then 
(i) PAU( y.vz) = YPA”(X)Z, x E x, y, 2 E XyA); 
(ii) PA+Y) = P2(x) P,?(Y), X,Y E Xff(E). 
Proof. Let x E X and y, z E Xu(li). Since {U,) has the weak projection 
property on A, there exist nets of compact subsets {K,} and {LJ of d respec- 
tively of (?\A and x, E XU(K,), w, E Xc&,) such that x, + w, --t x in the 
St-topology. Then x, = PAu(x, + w,) + PAu(x) in the %-topology, so 0, 4 
x-PA”(x) in the $-topology. Following Corollary 2.3,yw,z E Xu(/l + L, + A) C 
P(G\J, so P~QTJ~z) = 0. Since yw,z -+ y(x - PAU(x))z in the s-topology, 
we deduce that 
PA”(Y(X - PA”(X))4 = 0, 
PJJ( yx2) = PA”( yP,U(x)z). 
Again by Corollary 2.3, yP,U(x)a E %‘(A), thus 
PA”( yx2) = yPA”(x)z* 
Consequently, (i) is proved. 
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Now let x, y E XL’(E). S’ mce {U,} has the weak projection property on A, 
there exist nets of compact subsets (K,} and (LL} of A n E = A respectively 
of $\A) n E = E\A and x, E X”(K,), ~1, E XrJ(LL) such that x, + vo, -+ x in 
the 9-topology. Then x, = PA”@, + v,) -+ PAu(x) in the g-topology, so 
o, + x - PA”(x) in the F-topology. By Corollary 2.3, o,y E Xo(L, + E) C 
X”(E\(-E)) = Xv(E\A) C X”(e\A), so P,“(o,y) = 0. Since v,y --f (x - 
PAu(x))y in the 9’-topology, we deduce that 
PA”((X - PA%>)Y> = 0, 
PP(XY) = PAU(PLIU(~>Y>. 
Using the above proved (i), it follows that 
PAYXY) = PA”(X) PLF(Y). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 5.1 extends part of [16, Theorem 3.81. We remark that also the 
other statements of [16, Theorem 3.81, can be extended and in quite general 
situations analiticity results are available in the same manner as in the discussion 
at the end of [16, Sect. 31. 
If X is a complex Banach algebra and x E X, then we denote by Y(X) the 
spectral radius lim,,, I] xn Ill/n of x. The element x is called quasi-nilpotent 
if Y(X) = 0. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let X be a complex Banach algebra, S a complex Banach 
space in duality with X, G a locally compact Abelian group, and { lJB}BEG a bounded 
g-continuous group of F-continuous automorphisms of the algebra X. If  EC c 
is a closed semigroup and (U,},,, has the projection property on A = E r\ (-E), 
then for any x E XU(E) 
Proof. By Theorem 5.l(ii) we have 
Y(PA”(X>) = $2 Il(pLl”(‘(x>>n Pn 
= ;+i /I P/lo(XqlOn 
< $2 (II P,” Pn II x” Ill’“) 
= Y(X). Q.E.D. 
In particular, if x E Xv(E) is quasi-nilpotent, then PA”(x) is quasi-nilpotent. 
We say that a semigroup EC c is Archimedean if for any y E E\(-E) 
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Now we give an extension of the maxima& result [16, Theorem 5.81 
(compare with [l, Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.31). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let H be a complex Hilbert space, X C B(H) a von Neumann 
algebra, G a locally compact Abelian group, (u,},,o a strongly continuous group 
of unitaries on H such that u,Xu-, C X, g E G, and {U,},,, thp X-continuous 
group of *-automorphisms of X defined by U,(x) = u,xu+, . If H C. G is a closed 
Archimedean semigroup such that E u (-E) = e, then 
Xv(E) = {x E X, xHu(E + r) C Hu(E + y) for all y E e}. 
Proof. Denote 
Y = {x E X, xHU(E + y) C HU(E + r) for all y E G}. 
Then Y is an X,-closed linear subspace of X. Following Corollary 2.5, Y r) 
P(E). If x E Y, then for any g E G 
U,(x) H”(E + Y) = w+P‘(E + Y) 
= ugx-(E + y) 
C u,H“(E + y) 
= H”(E + Y), Y4 
so 
U,(x) E Y. 
By Lemma 3.6, (U, / Y> has the weak projection property on E n (-E). Since 
boundary of EC E n (-E), 
following Lemma 3.4, {U, 1 Y} has the weak projection property on E. Hence, 
to prove the inclusion Y C Xv(E), it is enough to prove that for any compact 
% # KC e\E we have Yoly(K) = {O}. 
Let o # KCG\Eb e compact. We show that then there exists yK E E\(-E) 
such that KC -E - yK . 
Indeed, if E n (-E) is an open subgroup of G, then K is covered by a finite 
number (En (-E)) - yI ,..., (E n (-E)) - yn, of cosets of E n (-E). We 
can order these cosets such that 75 - yidl E E for all j = 2,..., n. Then K C 
-E - yI. 
If En (-E) is not an open subgroup, then 0 belongs to the closure of 
&\(-E) = E\(-E), so 
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Since K is compact and it does not intersects E, there exists ‘ys E E\(-E) such 
that K intersects not E - yO . Then K C -E - y0 , 
Now let x E YLTl ‘(K) C Xv(K). By Corollary 2.4, x* E XU(-K) C X”(E + yK); 
so, following Corollary 2.5, 
x*xH”(E + 7) C x*H’“(E + Y) C H”(E + YK + Y), y&. 
Thus, for any integer n > 1 
(x*x)” fP‘(E + r) C HU(E + ny, + ~1, YE e. 
Since the support of (x*x)n can be approximated in the strong operator topology 
by polynomials without free terms of (X*X)“, it follows that for any n 
s(x*x) H”(E + y) = s((x*x>“) H”(E + Y) C H”(E + ny, + Y), YE (2. 
Since E is Archimedean, we have 
fi (E+~YK+Y) = ia, rug 
so 
Consequently, 
?l=l 
4x*x) WE + y) = {O}, YE e. 
s(x*x) = 0, 
x = 0. Q.E.D. 
Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and {us}sec a strongly continuous 
group of unitaries on H. Denoting by K(H) the C*-algebra of all compact 
operators on H, the group (UJ of *-automorphisms of K(H), defined by 
U,(x) = fpu-g , is strongly continuous. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let H be a complex Hilbert space, G a locally compact Abelian 
gro*p> &JIEG a strongly continuous group of unitaries on H, and {UQ}rSc the 
strongly continuous group of *-automorphisms of K(H) defined by U,,(x) = U~XU-~ . 
Then { UJ,,, has the projection property on any closed coset in &. 
Proof. Let (1 be a closed subgroup of G and y  E G. Using Theorem 3.16, 
it is easy to see that if 
norm-closure of (K(H)v(A + y) + K(H)u(e\(A + y))) = K(H), 
then (UJ has the projection property on n + y. 
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Let x E K(H) be arbitrary and Q > 0. Then there exists a bounded linear 
operator y on H with finite-dimensional range such that 
Since y E Cs and {U,, I C’s} is a strongly continuous group of unitaries on the 
Hilbert space C’s , following Theorem 3.25, there exist yr E (Cs)ulc+l + y) 
and ya E (C,)ulCfi(G\(A + y)) such that 
IIY -Y1 -Yyzh G 4. 
So we have found yl E K(H)“(A + y) and yfd E K(H)“(e\(A + y)) such that 
IX-YI--YYaII ~ll~-Yll+llY-YY,--YY,II 
<4fIIY-Y1-Yell* 
< E. Q.E.D. 
Now we can formulate the possibility of subdiagonalization of compact 
operators (see [6, X1.10]) in the following way: 
THEOREM 5.5. Let H be a compkx separable Hiibert space and x E K(H). 
Then there exists a uttij%nly continuous one-parameter group {u~}~~R of unitarks 
on H such that, denoting by {Ut)tsR the unzformly continuous group of *-auto- 
morphism of K(H) defined by U,(y) = ut yu-, , we have 
(i) K(H)U({O}) is the Zos d I c e inear hull of a sequence of mutually orthogonal 
projections with one-dimensional range, so it is an Abelian C*-subalgebra of K(H); 
(ii) (UJt.a has the projection property on (0); 
(iii) x E K(H)“((-co, 01). 
Proof. By the Zom lemma there exists a maximal totally ordered set Y 
of closed invariant subspaces for x. For any KEY we denote by p, the 
orthogonal projection onto K. Choose a dense sequence & , & ,... in H and 
denote for any K 
It is easy to verify that x(9-) is a closed subset of [0, l] and x is an order preserving 
bijection of F onto x(Y). 
For any s E [0, +a~) we denote 
cp(s) = sup{z E x(Y); r < s}. 
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Now we define for any s E R 
e, = 
I 
0, s < 0, 
P,-1 (w(s)) ’ s > 0. 
Then 
es= /\e,, 
T>S 
e, = 0 for s < 0, 
e, = 1 for s>l, 
SO we can define a uniformly continuous one-parameter group {~~}~~s of unitaries 
on H by the formula 
and we shall have 
s 
+m 
Ut = exp(its) de, 
-cc 
H”((--co, s]) = esH, SER. 
Consider the uniformly continuous group {U,} of *-automorphisms of K(H) 
defined by U,(x) = utxuPt . 
Applying Theorem 5.3 with E = (-03, 01, we deduce that 
x E K(H)U((- co, 01). 
Following Lemma 5.4, {U,} has the projection property on {O}. 
Define 
We have e, = 0 and e, = 1. Let (a1 , /$), (c+ , /3J,... be the connex copponents 
of the open set [0, a]\x(Y). Then for any i the range of eBj - eEj is one dimen- 
sional. Indeed, since oli < /3i , es, - e,, # 0. On the other hand, if the dimension 
of (esj - e,JH would be >l, then, using the von Neumann-Aronszajn-Smith 
theorem (see [6, Theorem X1.10.1]), there exists a projection e ,( e,. - e,, , 
0 # e # eej - euj such that (eBj.-- eaj) x(ea, - etij) invariates eH.’ Thk 
(e,, + e)H would be a closed invariant subspace for x, strictly 
and es,H, in contradiction with the maximality of 9. 
between eajH 
By Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4 K(H)“({O}) is a C*-subalgebra of K(H). It is 
easy to see that K(H)“({O}) is the closed linear hull of all projections belonging 
to it. 
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Let 4 be a projection in K(H)“((O}), that is, a projection with finite-dimen- 
sional range which commutes with any e, . 
Denote 
q. = 4 ( 1 - C h, - e,,) . j ) 
Then q. is a projection with finite-dimensional range and commutes with 
any e, . Suppose that q. # 0. Then the set 
9 = {s E R; qoes # 0} 
is not empty and, because of the finite dimensionality of qoH, there exists 
0 # to E q&l with 5, E efl for all s E Y. Denoting 
we have 
so = $lrl s, 
es0 = A e, , 
8E.v 
so to E es,H. For any s < so we have eseO = 0. Thus there exists E > 0 such that 
(so - E, so) is a connex component of [0, a]\x(Y) and to E (es0 - e.&H. 
Consequently, 
in contradiction with 5, # 0. 
In conclusion q. = 0, that is, 
Since the range of any ee, - e,, is one dimensional, 
4 = 1 633, - eorJ. 
9$9,-e,,wl 
Consequently, K(H)U({O}) is the closed linear hull of {eB, - ea, , eBz - e,% ,...}. 
Q.E.D. 
We shall need only the following consequence of Theorem 5.5: 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and x E K(H) quasi- 
nilpotent. Then there exists a unifmmly continuous one-parameter group {v,},,, 
of unitaries on H such that, denoting by {Vt}tpW the unzjkmly continuous group 
of *- automorphisms of K(H) &jned by V,(y) = vtyvmt, we have 
x E K(H)“((- 00, 0)). 
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Proof. Denote by I& the closed linear hull of (xH) u (x*H). Then H, is 
separable and, denoting by p0 the orthogonal projection onto H,, , we have 
x =PoxPo. 
By Theorem 5.5 there exists a uniformly continuous one-parameter group 
(u,} of unitaries on Ho such that, denoting U,(y) = u,yu-, , y  E K(H,), 
K(HJu({O)) is an Abelian C*-algebra, {U,} has the projection property on 
{0}, and x 1 Ho E K(Ho)u((- CO, 01). Applying Corollary 5.2 with E = (-co, 01, 
we deduce that P&(x 1 H,,) . q is uasi-nilpotent, so P&(x ( Ho) = 0. Consequently 
x I Ho = x I Ho - P&(x I HoI E Wfo)“((- ~0, 0)). 
Define the uniformly continuous one-parameter group vt of unitaries on H by 
VtE = 
t 
utS, 5~ Ho, 
5, 5 E (HoY. 
It is easy to see that {vt} satisfies our statement. 
Now we can prove the theorem of Macaev: 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and x E B(H) quasi-nilpotent 
such that Im(x) = (1/2i)(x - x*) E C,f orsome 1 <p < +a~ ThenxEC,and 
II x II9 < (8 m4p, P’> + 26) II Wx)ll, , 
where l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
Proof. Following [12, Theorem 1.8.81, x is compact. Let {vt} and (V,} 
be as in the statement of Corollary 5.6. Then x E IcC(H)~((- co, 0)). Following 
Corollary 2.4, Im(x) E K(H)V(R\{O}). 
Since C, is reflexive and {V, 1 C,} is strongly continuous, following Corollary 
3.17, {V, 1 C,} has the projection property on (0). Using this, it is easy to see 
that Im(x) E (C,)y~c$R\(O>). By Th eorem 4.2, {Z’, f  C,) has the projection 
property on (-co, 0] and, denoting 
we have 
Y = P~>o,(Im(x)), 
IIY IIs < (4 maxlp, P’> + 13) II Im(x)llp . 
Using Lemma 3.9, 
y E (C,)y'c~((--, 0)) C fC(H)Y((--co, 0)). 
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Analogously, we can consider 
and 
so 
2 = $$@-W) 
.2 E (G)“=q0, +oon. 
Im(x) =y+x 
and, Im(x) being self-adjoint, 
Im(x) = I* + y*. 
Using Corollary 2.4, it follows that 
2 = $!~ga* + y*) = y*. 
Denote 
Then 
h = x - 29 E K(H)“((-co, 0)). 
h* = Re(x) - i Im(x) + 2@* 
= Re(x) + i Im(x) - 2i(Im(x) - r*) 
=.% -2;y 
= 4 
so, using Corollary 2.4, 
Following Lemma 3.14, for any q E (K(H)*)“*([O, + cc)) U (K(H)*)“*((-co, 01) 
we have <h, q) = 0. By Lemma 3.6, (K(H)*)“*([O, + co)) + (K(H)*)“*((- CO, 01) 
is K(H)-dense in K(H)*, thus h = 0. 
In conclusion, x = 2iy E C, and 
II 2 II,, = 2 II Y llD < (8 m=4z% P’> + 26) II W411p - Q.E.D. 
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